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To Save Tower Hall

ASB ’Need
Survey’ Held
Wed., Thurs.

Hauck Urges Letters
To Education Officials

Wed.,

Era’ Subject
Of Prof’s Speech

Fifteen hundred students, eithin
ractuis
!lac
in; Olen- sines, le15 and discus, whit
90 different classes, were the sub, representative student viewpoint,
3cets of a comprehensive ASH Latin America wejch has "brought is being done to rectify thr ril.
"The Board would question the
cold war deep into the western
Need Survey" Wednesday and the
MANS ROOKS
appropriation for funds if no inhemisphere.- must recently in Cuyesterday to determine what they
terest Ls shown at all from stuDr. McGann received his B.A.
be
analyzed
by
Dr.
Thom
desire from their association with
dents," he continued.
its F. McGann, professor of Latin M.A.. and Phi, from Harvard
:-;an Jose State College.
He emphasized that "the LegisAmerican
history today in obser- University. His book. "Argentina.
Additional tests will be conlature does not go around throwthe United Staters and the Intervation
of
Pan
American Week,
president.
ducted Monday and Tuesday to
ing away one million dollars withAmerican System. 1660-1914," has
In a fennel statement Issued
Dr. McGann will speak at 11,30
bring the grand total of persons
been translated into Spanish and
,,,teterday. Hauck suggested a cam- out careful investigation."
in the College Theater on "Latin
classes.
to
2,600,
from
130
surveyed
was published in Buenos Aires. In
The president urges that stupeeeide student letter writing
Survey results will be available America and the United States’ 1961 he co-edited "The New World
campaign to Chancellor Glenn S. dents write letters, short or long,
A new Era." The lecture will pre-May.
mid
in
Looks at History" and translated
Dumke and to the Board of ; explaining Tower Hall’s relationRod Diridon and Pete Briggs. sent Lein Arriel lea as a region of "A History of Argentine Thought"
Trustees of the California state ship to the SJS campus and the,
vital importiinCe to the free wield
aelitate
representatives,
are
the
by J. L. Romeo,.
individual student.
collegesand partioularly to the United
avey’s directors.
Following the ruidress will t*
"We are defending Tower Hall
The joint address is: 2930 West
St ales,
the
proDiridon,
According
to
special invitational luncheon for
Imperial Highway, Inglewood, on tradition. And students make
Dr. McGann will speak of the
gram,
initiated
in
January.
is
the speaker in the Cafeteria.
tradition." Haw-k maintains.
Calif.
weighted in three areas to invoke bilateral failures of Latin AmeriGRADUATE REPRESENTATIVE Rod Diridon explains a fine point
He suggested that letters favor
Pan American Week commemExplaining his action, Hauck said
can
and
U.S
policies
in
tee
hem’s
it
representative et-seetion of
in the ASI3 Surveyfirst of its kindconducted Wednesday and
orates the First International Conthat many students do not realize the retention of Tower Hall as a I
the entire student body.
Thursday of this week to Sue Kruger, student assistant secretary,
fercnee of American States held
that Tower Hall may fare its doom campus landmark. "All in all.
They concern the academic
assisting in the preparation of the survey questionnaire. The
in Washington. D.C., in 1890. This
if no interest is shown on the part Tower Hall is the essence of the
ranking of students, the academic
80-question survey was distributed to selected classes by sophofirst conferenee. a landmark in
SJS campus. The Tower and inner
of the student body.
areas of endeavor and the time
more men’s honorary service organization Spartan Shields,
U.S.-Latin Ameriean relations, led
Urging students to write favor- guad are the pulsebeat of the SJe
of day.
to the creation of the Pan Ameriably and respectfully. Hauek said campus and add to the academic
The survey, made up of 80 obcan Union. known, since 1948, as
that the Legislature IS bound to atmosphere of the school.
jective and five subjective questhe Organization of American
"If letters are submitted to the
be impressed by any letters with
tions, deal with three areas: colStates.
Board or Chancellor Dumke, we
lege administration and curricawill he in a much stronger posiCOUNCILS DEVELOPED
bim, bookstore and cafeteria and
tion to face the Legislature when
An efficient inter -American orASH
government.
the
and if the appropriation is subganization. with various councils
Although most questions are on muted. We then can indicate our
and committees, has developed to
several
’biased,
Diridon
that
agrees
support for renovating the Tower
maintain peace and foster cultural
stand
quest
ions
take
a
definite
and have a stronger platform to
Placement of one and two-hour have only one choice and that is
and economic relations among the
get
We
try
to
person’
"But
here
said. jai’king Isehn,:trst taizurldisitthei,cazt,c.ss toinitr.akley,itnbes best of
New World Slates.
’sir
and
this
i
stand
otrhaitt."1,..plegic: to refute
ba5Luir:t:::esairgubeellue7se"thei:eauheal.cs
The present organization of
no real student panic concerning :has prompted an angry cry from students who have special reserved accepted survey procedure," he
American States is one of the
and !Cary Coed will
parking areas are forced to 1,ay explained.
,SJS driving commuters.
special
regional
organizations
A pilot survey was conducted
ly chosen by penny vote Thumwithin the framework of the Unit. According to Arthur B. Philpot a $5 for those reserved spaces. Some(thinto
to
Easter
vacation
feels
that.
Prior
thing
he
about
which
day and Friday of next week in
City Traffic Analyst, a study car"this big rich,state of California mate "ambiguous and confining
fmnt of the bookstore and cafe’act of the observation at
indicated
1
!Had
questions. In this survey we foune
oni- a small number of short time should not have to dn."
teria.
Applleatione for Rally
Latin American exhibits have
go’
hope
we
and
trouble
spots
’he
been
nridition,
parking
’
In
has
---en on display in the library, the
DR. THOMAS F. tecGANN
The winning Joe and Betty will nettess eorresponding sreretary it rivers needed parking spaces
rel of them," Dirkton said.
okstore and in the Natural Sette announced at a dance in the are available and due today at around the campus. These short changed on Seventh Street lecpirts..rSeveral
-Meek
inner
Car
tween
San
Fernando
and
San
at and Ifonie Jesus’/mice Detime one and two-hoer parker,
Women’s Gym Friday night from 3 pin. at the College Unlon,
to
find
,...ere
survey
the
included
ill
lie
to
relieve traffic hazards, con
will be held Monday at were part-time students and busi;tart ments.
9p.m. to I am. Trophies will be
survey
was
weighted
properly
geation
to
and
increase the care nessmen who visited the college.
awarded to the winners. No ad- the College
’ mg rap/wily of the street, acne
mission will he charged.
A Committee for Fair Parking
Ing to Arthur B. Philpott,
Money earned from the contest, the building’s closing, Hawk em- has been farmed and it plans to
Analyst.
sponsered by the sophomore class. phasized that many students do be at the San Jest, City (trainee
Fifteen hundred driving stuPARALLEL PARKING
kill es toward an all -school beach not, realize that "the old ball and meeting on Wednesday, April ’21
III’, I if.
d -tits will not he aide to enter
111’
the
The "hinge, made during
party in May.
chain might be the building’s fate
leen mipeed 10 HI and 112
the multi-story parking ea rage
The committee pamphlet has
the Lair:wk.: ha
-hind Mon is Dailey Nlonday link.-, they peek up the
atoll that "a two -dollar ticket IS Easter vacation, has been front diContestants must pay a $1 en- if something is not done. "There is a real chance that a high price to pay for a three-hour, agonal to parallel parking. The
new ea rd
nuts being issued
try fee to put up their pictures,
Dr. Frederick C. Dommeyer, &IS A udit oriern
The r- ng of all the offeres and in the Cashier’s Oilier Admee3.
contest chairman .leff Allen said. Tower Hall may be torn down," he lab." The committee victims that change will allow the etty to re- Philosephy Department head, and
pointed out.
*cons Tone-,’ Han his
Neely in/reined elrettrie gates
such constant charges se o u 1 d . move the single ...hilts line new Dr. Edward H N1 eiden, professor elf I ,;
van ern seine’ into action tomorros
.1nr1 Ti,
"So we must make effective amount to $12 per semester for, down the center of the street and of Phil i’
’ !teen asked to her
’
.f San Jose The move at R a.m, and vide ’ten nnly
plans.- Hayek said, "to keep attending one class that 1-1 11 0ver to paint in four lanes,
i.- c, for a second er
,contrili,,’
The change is an effort at wid- volume e: a
something we really want."
eI
to be completed by with special plasitic "card keys"
during the semester.
e the philosophy
ening the street, and outgrowth of of Chat les a I ’el rae. great Amen- Mend
or 23 cent..
"No matter if one attends SJS
MILLER I’ll(’ A 1.
proposals given the College Traffic ’
for one year or several, the Tower
can pragn., ..m who influenced
Professor Melvin It
NI;;Iie I ommittee and endorsed by the
and inner quad are in essence San
William Jame, and John Dewey.
Nearly rice hundred high schools Jose State College," he concluded. chairman of the College Parking San Jose City Council.
The first volume appeared in
Committee, is very vocal about it.
The
change
will
also
redure
the
located in the service, areas of San
1932, Since that time ii new gen’ I don’t like it. I object to it, safety hazard of ears hacking out
eration of Peirce scholars has apilrse and San Frew-ken State Colhowever, I realize that there is from diagonal parkin,: which cresntsky,
IT 51,1 5
lk I: IA I
PROTEST P111 .4( I
peared on the scene.
tem will ler represented by
parking problem and it seems ates a large blind a
.:;.n
tied police
,
for the
Italian city
work
appear
in
will
the
1961,
TO
to me thal -aurients and faculty driver,
Tirriv.,
ter ’hi, second day as iateir proireted the etnke
feacimatels. 500 students tomorrmv
commemorate the 50th anniversary 01
by Italy’s 8.1.000 doctors against the government -sponsored health
at the Careers in Education Day.
of /he de:II h of Pewee
the- ea Tower Fla I is ( ret
insurance program.
It is sp.inacred by the Student day nicks march on.
Doctors have protested against the red tape and small fees paid
starRemember."
to
Ceifornia Teachers
"A Night
Assoc..
under the health plans. Cancelling all arrangements with the cornsett-an
fills
the
1S-CIA and the California Teach- ring Kenneth More,
pante, they hiked their fees and left it up to the patients to pay.
in T1155 tonight. There will be twe
ers Associanon. Bay
As an emergency measure, Taranto doctors offered free medical
Section, showings to compensate for the,
Cart! to all persons who belong to the health programs until the natCTA).
limited space in the lecture room. 1
tion-wide dispute is resolved,
Speakers at the general meet- one at 7:30 p.m. and the otheraat
Clean your car. mister!’
1114, held at 10 a.m. in the Men’s 9:30 p.m.
NEW IFIMITING THREATENS KEY AREA IN LAOS
Rain or shine. San Jose State
Markham Hall will introduce the finish line by
!’..ht The startGellnasium. will be Dr. William
The movie was originally sehedVIENTIANE. Laos dPI
Premier Prince Souvanna Phouma
Cotnpany
Rifle
Pershing
College
G. Sweeney, dean
car
sports
first
annual
gimmick
liccri
point
has
Inc
designated at
of the (educa- tiled for Morris Dailey Auditorium,
tion christen, and Dr. G. W. Ford, Next week’s rick, "Tifed,ges at rally, Markham Mayhem I. to the the Municipal Rifle Range on 10th will be asking this question tomor- said yesterday that fighting has broken out in the strateeie base of
row from 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. at Phone Sas-an near the Plaits of Jars and the situation is -erave."
lest elementary
education. Dean Toko-Ri," is also seheduled for San Jose State campus Sat urday, Street.
Phouma said he did not know how many casualties were involved
Cadotte’s Texaco across from ValSWeenrY Will diSrUSS
Entrants need not drive spoils
"California T}33, hut plans in the future ceill April 27.
up to this point. He made the disclosure of the new fiehtine to a
Leilislation and Teaching Creden- for poesible use of Concert Hall, I The rally will brain at 7 p.m. cars, for any vehicle that can hold ley Fair Shopine Center en Stevgroup of dignitaries assembled at his residence for a latotian new
ens Creek Read.
tials."
and all entrants must be at the one passenger may he used. Each
Admission is ’13 cent&
The fund from the project will year’s party.
ear will he given ginunick sheets.
Earlier, the pro-Commerest Pathet Lao forces, already in virtual
help pay expenses to send Penes in
the starting point and must lob
gine delegates to the annual Regi- control of the key Plain of Jars, 551Cre reported spreading their operalaw the instructions and answer’,
mental Convention at Fort Bliss. tions in southern Laos.
Hecified questions on the way to
Informed sources said the pro-Communist capture of Ban Ban.
Texas, April 27.
’lie finish.
Other college units attending the third Neutralist village to fall this week, made a shambles of the
Entrants must leave parts of convention wtll he from New Meat- cease -first and threatened to give the pro-Communists complete
con’heir gimmick sheets at each nf eo State, Atizona State Texas trol of the Plain of Jars a military complex that (treed
cont rid tell
’,air (theekine, points along the Western. USF anti Santa Clara of Laos.
’site. The ear with the largest University.
RROWN SEES Nr:En FOR 1/ECENT HOUSING
uemher of points at the end of the
"The entire college may particiwill he the winner.
SACRAMENTO ’UPI, -Gov Edmund G Brown. expressing con pate for only 99 cents per car...
The race will Ise held throughout said Paul Crary, public inforination risen OVer the ’ desperate need for decent shelter., for thounands of
Californians, yestetelay sent the legisbiture a four -point program on
ieinta Clare County Each car Will officer
housing
I, elven a ,raled envelope with the
Five million nekk. homes and cipartmenta woilid
eldrees of the finish in ease re a
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state during the next IS years to bake rare of El million new ellilenb
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For Hearst Trip
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message to the Senate and Assembly said that the
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nernitee Club trip to the Hearst premise of a !letter life rot millions of American:: had made California
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III CS. The nrganization with the Iliimantlice offer, 1ei127.
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committee chairman; Samuel Obregon, secTeFurther information may be ob- not up." he said ’The met of !using in general has risen 33
administration, court, and committees.
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open to the public.
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Thrust and Parry

C
Chaplain’Anti-UN
Gets Too Much Space’
Editor:
The small group of students on
the campus opposed to the Untied
Nations hate a perfect right to
plug for international anarchy,
but why give them so Much
space and attention?
Sincerely youls,
George L. Collins
Baptist Campus Pastor

’Come and Protest
Parking’Readers

SHOIll.NVE SEEN THE ONE 1 CAUVT!"

Congo Troubles Back
To Plague U Thant
By BRUCE W. MIN
tnIt4s1 Press International
UNITED NATIONS, N.Y.
(UPI) The Congo headache has
returned to plague Secretary
General Thant,
This time, the cause of the
recurrent trouble is political,
rather than militaty. Recent
fighting in and around the
Jadotville mining center appeared, up to now, to have been only
a recurrence of internal tribal
battles that have always marked
the country’s history.
The seat of Thant’s African
headache this time is the problem of retraining the Congolese
national army.
When the Belgians gave the
country independence in 1960,
they left a native army of 25,000
men, none of whom ranked higher than master sergeant. Overnight, non-commissioned officers
became generals, and disorder,
mutiny and riots followed.
Under the U.N. resolution
which authorized the Congo mili-

tiwy operation successfully completed in January, all countries
are forbidden to supply military
assistance to the Congo "except upon the request of the
United Nations through the secretary general."
Early this year, the Leopoldville government, through Thant,
asked for help from five NATO
powers and Israel to train its
army to the point where it could
preserve order, defend the country and let the U.N. force, now
reduced to 16,000 men, go home.
The Congolese wanted Canadians to help organize its military communications, Norweigians to retrain the navy, Italians
for the air force, Israelis for the
paratroops, Americans for supplies and logistics--and Belgians
for general reorganization and
schooling.
Thant could simply relay Leopoldville’s request to the governments concerned and let it go at
that. But he has recognized the
"delicate political implications"
and hopes for a compromise.

Siziztan2?)aity
...Resummimmumw

Editor:
All students enraged by the
two-hour parking zones recently
established around the college
by the avaricious City of San
Jose:
Join with us at the meetings
of the City Council on Monday,
April 22 and 29. to protest.
We are taking this step as the
haat of many to force the revocation of this malignant policy.
If this creeping sickness is allowed to continue. there WM
Slum be no place left where students can park their cars without charge.
We hope the Council will see
reason without the necessity for
further action.
This policy interferes with our
classes. A $2 parking ticket is
a high price to pay for attending a three-hour lab. This would
average out to a $32 surcharge
for the privilege of attending
only one such class per week.
This is only one example of the
hardships this new regulation
will cause.
In a recent edition of a local
paper the reason for this increase in the rental of public
property (parking meters)
boiled down to an increase in
customers for the downtown
merchants. The students of San
Jose State some 17,000 in number), as usual, were ignored.
This population of students,
100 per cent of whom are consumers, comprises six to seven
per cent of San Jose’s total population. We would hypothesize
that in the central San Jose
area, students comprise at least
60 per cent of the total consumer population. This is too
large a group to be ignored. We
must make our voices heard.
Join the Committee for Fair
Parking at the City Council
meetings on Monday the 22nd
and 29th of April, at the City

Editor:
The women of Magnolia Manor are greatly concerned over
the closure of Tower Hall and
the fate to which it may be subjected. We do realize and appreciate the concern of the
Chancellor and the Board (aer,
our protection in the event of an
earthquake. We are, furthermore, aware of the vast expenses
which may result in its reinforcement.
However, we are all very fond
of the Tower and the Inner
Quad. To us Tower Hall Is nut
only the focal point of our campus, but it is also a visible sign
of the tradition with which San
Jose State has been endowed.
To us, the quad is symbolic of
higher education in the state as
San Jose State is one of the oldest institutions of its type in
California.
To us, the Tower and the Qaud
are the most collegiate and edifying parts of our campus.
We feel that to destroy the
Tower and to erect a modern
classroom building in its place
would destroy the only charm
which our campus claims.
We, therefore, urge the preservation of Tower Hall.
Respectfully,
’Magnolia Manor,

’Foster Home Gone,’
Students Complain
Dear Editor:
Is the parking barn doing so
poorly that we must be forced
into buying space in it?
What few parking spaces are

oatnil trucks which will an nounce protest activities and.
"cruise in the downtown San
Jose rind SJS campus areas
throughout the session"?
The material enclosed by quoLition mark, is taken from an
article pubri.ried in the Spartan
Daily April 15. 1963, and I hope
that a member of the group will
please answer any or all of these
questions.
Joni Moon
ASH A12594

Student Awaits
Controversy Reply
Editor:
I think Mr. Koegle has done
an excellent job of parodying my
words in his recent criticism of
say article in the Spartan Daily.
Nevertheless, I am disappointed
that he has not given me the
reply I have been so anxiously

Reader Questions
DiPippo and Friends

SEE THE SPRING SIGHTS
ON ONE OF

Editor:
For the sake of my curiosity
and to satisfy the interest of
many people who perhaps have
not written to the Daily or
spoken with members of the
"Anti-MUN group." I would like
to ask several questions. (11 If
the group "is not officially sponsored by anyone," why is it permitted to use school facilities
E132 and rooms A and B
of the cafeteria) for speeches
and movie projections? I 2) What
is the "Internal Security Council" that is to give, "reports ...
on Federenko this week," to
Tom De Pippo? (3) Why is a
group which is comprised of
"private students and citizens of
the state and valley," (where
presumably "citizens of the state
and valley" are not students at
SJS) permitted to use school
facilities as noted above? (4)
How are they able to finance
-

Hondas
Fabulous "50s"
up to 225 miles per gallon
solves parking problems
carries two very nicly

$245
BILL MANDER
635 University Ave.
Los Gatos
or call ELgato 4-2130

St

34 Em

WORK IN EUROPE
:MORE TRAVEL GRANT%
Apr. 19, 1963--The American s
dent Information Service, the el...
authorized placement service lu’r
American students seking stenTher
jobs M Europe, has increased from
1500 to 2000 the number or travti
grants it will award student,
plying for positions in Eiiropeabi
Jobs openings now ava,
Europe include position,. ,
tortes, resorts, hospital:,
summer camps and in
,
plications are received I,
\Liy

... for wedding receptions!

17AATE,r11
* BEAUTIFULLY
PLANNED
* REASONABLY PRICED

Flower
Shop

nrc
Ns,
liar
U.

* IN PERFECT TASTE

. . dinners and breakfasts, too!

Flowers
and
Corsages
for all
Occasions
CV 2-0462

awaiting: the specific facts as
to
why he is attacking the
U.N.
Although I have learned a go,,,
deal from the other letters it,
have been printed concerning ri..
controversy, I get nothing out
the contention that I have
been
"convinced 01 an argument
pa,
judged to he lailacious on
the
basis of flu infortnation.- 1 tia%e
is little information, or 1 acult
not have written the letter.
However, whether I in, ignorant
,a knowledgable is not It,..
iTte
of the matter. Whether an
gunient is fallacious or not ,,
completely independent of the
facts.
Judy Saltzman
ASK 847:I
-A li\rLrir’

I nterester stutter’ t
’,
naming your school , ,
11
ASIS, 22 Ave de la
,
ernbuurg City. Gran,’
Luxembourg, for a 20-pi.4.,e
spectus. a complete job selecti,,,
and application. Send St for the
prospectus, handling :111(1 an aesnail reply.ere fPilis’
5000 inquires receive
a $1 premium for the new student
travel book, Earn, Learn and
Travel in Europe.

Priced as low as

Balartas

1 7 AVE

ROUTE 17 AT N. 1st

10th & Santa Clara

tgtotti

ainpui

PHONE 298-5000

tilde
for the complete collegiate experience
worship this Sunday at

Campus Church Groups
NEWMAN CLUB
Hear Various Speakers
The Catholic Student Center
The new

is now open
Daily Mass at C.W.C. 11:45 a.m.
Discussion Group Thurs, eves. at 8 p.m.
79 5. 54
CV 5-9636

Fr Leach, Chaplain

Wesley
Foundation
(Methodist Student
Center)

CENTRAL CHURCH
OF CHRIST
All are a elcome

441 South t0th
Street

6:00 p.m. Supper 40# (no reservations necessary)
* 7:00 p.m. "A Look at the ROSY,
rection" by the Rev. Don Emma’.
U.C.C.F. pastor, talks about what
Christians really balive about th
Resurrection.
4:00 p.m. Worship and Fellowship

St. Thomas Chapel
Schedule of Services:
Worship Hours
Bible Study Class
Evening Worship

Santa Clare & Seh
v-30 A 11.30 a rn.
Donald A. Getty,
tAlnistor

loth of San Salvador
list rn.
Jrnes Etheredge
MInItter

A Student chapel for the doubter,
questioner and believer

Worship

SUNDAY

WEDNESDAY
Worship Sunday
St. Paul’s
First

activities
A variety of
will take place this weekend in
campus churches.
After a long period of inactivity, Newman Club members
are celebrating the opening of
the new club building with the
first Sunday services of the semester.
"My statement of the Christian Faith" will be discussed by
Earl Grote, student body president of the Berkeley Baptist
Seminary, at the Roger Williams
Fellowship meeting Sunday at
National Lutheran Council

J. Benton Whits,
Campus Minister

8:3))
10:13
9:13
7:00

a.m.
am.
a.m.
p.m.

7:30 p.m.

SPECIAL CLASSES
FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS
Sundays at 9,45 a.m.
81 North Eighth it.
%Mater: Paul flier

Sunday, 10 a.m.

Sermon: "Fighting With God’’

s

Bibles
Books
Religious Gifts

Evangel Bible
Book Store
WARNER PRESS, INC.

CAMPUS CHRISTIAN CENTER
300 S. l0th at San Carlos
Allan Dieter, Campus Pastor

"The Best in Christian Merchandise"
96 S. 2nd

292.2353

VISIT THE CAMPUS RELIGIOUS
ORGANIZATIONS THIS WEEKEND
First Immanuel Lutheran
(Mo. Synod)
and

3rd & San Antonio

Tlier i. the weekend of our annual inuring Retreat.
’0.e are going to beautiful Hume lake on fridity,
1pril 19th and sill return on Sunday.. We have in
st‘
excellent speaker in Dirk Griffith.
kAlso remember our formal banquet on May 10th.

k

6:15 p.m. in Grace B a pt is t
Church. Students are also invited to a 40-cent supper preceding the speech at 5:45, 10th
and San Fernando Streets.
Members of Wesley Foundation, Methodist student group
will hear a talk by the Rev. Don
Emmel, United Campus Christian Fellowship pastor, Sunday
at 7 p.m. at 441 S. 10th St. He
will speak on "A Look at the
Resurrection" and will cover
what Christians really believe
about the Resurrection.

Tues. 7 p.m. L.S.A.
"Reflections on Life" as a discussion.

Spartan Tri-C

1i

2 lines, I week, 2 dollars

Magnolia Misses
’Fond of the Tower’

left at the edge of the czorarii.
are now posted tor Late ;est tau
hour parking. The car parked
at the edge id the campus Is OUT
locker, study hall, lunch room
and discussion table.
The eit1’ 1, a looter home.
Now we are evicted.
Will someone please tell us
the nitioaale behind this change
fur the worse?
This is a commuters’ school.
Fully two-thirds ur mute are
ardependents with few college
affiliations. Now, we have been
robbed of our homes.
We ask, net fur ourselves, but
for every student who commutes: Whom dues this change
benefit? The part-time student?
’rhe full-time student? Or the
college?
Edward Wilson ASK 5358
Ann Phillips ASK 4274
Jerilyn Putman ASH 878
Lynne Cum,. AS111 4272

iVettotteetVetetrgrotsVe10’1,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,W,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,ee,,/,’tr,,,We’etWre.18741111410WoirWr’ettireArWire’S:WA-Wre

Entered as senond class maser April
24. 1934, at Sten Jose. California. on
der the act of March 3, 1879. Member Carlifornia Newspapers Publishes
Association. Published daily by Asso.
started Students of San Jose State
College escept Saturday and Sunday
during colleg year Subscription an
cepfed only on a remainder.of.semes
ter basis. Full academic year. VI: atis
semester $4.50 Off -campus price pie
copy, 10 cents CV 4-6414Editorial
Est. 2383, 2384, 2385, 2386. Arl.sr
tislog Ext 2081 2082 2083, 2084
Press of Globe Printing Co. Office
hours 145-4:20 orn. Monday through
Friday
.... BOB PACINI
Editor
Advertising Manager KENT VLAUTIN
MIKE DANIELS
Classified Ad Mgr.
. DIANE JUDGE
Day Editor
JERRY ARCA
News Editor ...___.
Copy Editor ..... BETTY LUBRANO
WILLIAMS
GENE
___
Editor
Sports
Society Editor ..... CAROL SWENSEN
MIKE MURPHY
Photo Editor . .....
Feature Editor .. GEORGE MARTIN

Al Kirk
found a
part time
job with a
Spartan Daily
Classified Ad"

y
Council Chambers.
First Street and MISsiuii, .0 4
p nt
Jane Eduard. AS13 3698
Adrienne Fuser.) ASK 14.t.15
by psted Wes.pcate ASK 105
.11510 SF711
IltrNr it Sit
Eta Mutinies. ASK 0534
Kathy Westall ASK 3496
taslI Lluilln ASH 12270
Trurs Thorne)! ASK 1243
Irene Clark ASK 5636
hob HIKI-latv ASH 12111
Landra Emery ASH 7T -it
.1isitom Wood ASH 16601
Arthur L. Conn ASH 11416
Rich:oil E. iliustafson .tslit 1438
Jiro Ehritiburg
arren
Carole
Jerrt Goa"! ASK 1131
Iliane lit home ASH 601

,

Mit
l
it

Student Center
374 So. 3rd St.
Sunday Morning Services:
8:15, 9:30 11:00
Lenten Services: Wed, 6:45, 8 p.m.
Student gathering after 6:45 service

First Baptist Church
the downtown church
catering to the college community
8:30
9:45
545
7:00

& 11:00
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
194

er.rn. Morning Worship
College "Seminar"
Tri-C Club
Evening Service
So. Second St. San Jot

Clarence R. Sands, D.D., Pastor
Sunday, April 21, at 6:15 p.m.
Earl Grote of Berkeley Baptist
Divinity School will speak on:
"My Statement
of Christian Faith"
11:00 ern .
545 p.m.
6:15 p.m.

Morning Church
Service
Supper (40#)
Meeting

Roger Williams Fellowship
GRACE BAPTIST CHURCH
484 East San Fernando
8:45, 11:00 and 7:30 p.m.
Church Service
10:00 a.m. Colleg Bible Class
Georg. "Shorty" Collins John IA. Akan
Baptist Conseil Chaplain
Pastor

Canterbur y! ,
,
Tales
Episcopalians at San Jose State
THE SILENT TREATMENT
Retreats are quite times with Gad,
good for getting yourself back into
perspective. If you’ve never been,
join us April 26-28, at St. Dorothy’s
Rest, Camp Meeker (the Russian
River country). Cost: $8.50. Call
right away: CV 8-0204.
P.S. We’re back in business Sunday
evenings, at 6 p m.
CAMPUS CHRISTIAN CENTER
300 South Tenth

The Churcri of Jesus Christ.
of Latter-Day Saints
Lambda Delta Sigma ’
Spring formal on Fri
April 26 at 9.00 p.m.
Orth...stra and refersh
Institut* of Religion merits.
Come in and see our
$2 members and $3
student center. Lounge, non members.
library, recreation room
Chapter meeting Mon
and kitchen are available
for your use.
Apr. 22 at 5.45 p.m.
Open 7 a.m.-10 p.m.
Everyone welcome.

San Jose State
Collaq Word
Worship with us on
Sunday.
10 30 a m Sunday WWI
5.30 pm. Eveniiig Senna
7-00 fun Priesthood
Meeting and Relief So.
ciety.
Enos I Jenks, 0,shop

L.D.S. INSTITUTE OF RELIGION
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH SERVICES
R. Fiedler. Dir. of Music
A. J. Bremner, Poster
297-7600
8:30, 11:00 a.m. and 7:00 p.m.
R. St
I, Vicar
Paul R. Searle, Director
10fh at San Fernando
i
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Dr. Mewaldt, Research Associates
Study Bird Night Restlessness
at San Just- State.
As Associate Professor of
Zoology at SJS, Dr. Mewaldt is
the principle investigator in a
$78.400 project with 4,000 WhiteCrsiwnist Sparrows. Dr. Mewaldt
and his research team, five of
whom tire San Jose State alumni,
are studying the migratory night
restlessness of birds.
Many different phases of this
project are being conducted by

INDNNA LEA V4 EBB
Mewalilt
In 1929, 1.. Richard
became interested in birds as a
birciwateher. Today, he has earrod that interest into research

Mother’s Day
Cards
Studio Cords
Cards for at Occasions
Wedding Invitations

I

PAUL’S
Greeting Cord Shop
23565I
31 Firuntuin :Xt.

ALL NEW 1963 CARS
AT LOWEST PRICES
Factory Warranty, Dealer’s Sonic,"
At.. ...a crs t
fa1 low discount
Call 368-4251
(Rod wood City)

LOVE!
Can be
more fun
when you . .
I /Hid,

.

fif

DEL CARLO
STUDIOS
1295 The Alameda
295 5897

Linda Staley

now Open .1
_ Ca1o10.
maC
1
iesmay

9

Drop in trt Campo. Salon
No. 2, neoly opened at the
fath Street corner of E.
II Awn.
I air hair will be at,
ranged in a friendly and
relined alinosphe re.

Special Shampoo. Set & Haircut for $4.00
truly on Mon., Two., & Wmt.i

1
1

& Fri. from 9:00 a.m. In 9:00 pun.

Open:

Mon. Wed., & Nit. from ’1:00 ami. to 6101 p.m.
Ca SO. 19.11 St.

2116.01117
46., r:

Master

JEWELERS
72 S. First St.
San Jose
Phone 297-0920

Westgate Shopping Center
1600 Saratoga Ave.
Phone 379-3051

different members ol the r
search team.
Research Associate Mrs. Irene
1.. Brown. ’55, is studying the
effects of the tranquilizer, P.eserpine, on neurosecretion from the
hypothalamus that part of the
brain which controls the bird’s
night activities and holy weight.
INVESTIGATION
Another project in conjunction
with Mrs. Brown’s work is an investigation with the University
of California at Berkeley and
Washington State University at
Pullman on the electron microscope interpretation of riPMCPcretion.
Robert Smith, ’60, research assistant, is working on a segment
of the project for his master’s
degree in Biological Seieni
which he will receive in June.
Ile is studying the migratory
restlessness of the non-migratory
White-Crowned Sparrow.
Because of the variety of subspecies ot White-Crowned Sparrows, these hints are ot great use
to Dr. Mewaldt and his co-worker; and can be compared "to the
while rat or guineau pig’ used
in most scientific reesarch.
These birds, which migrate at
night, keep well in captivity and
respond to the cage routines,
especially in the activity -orientation cages in the aviary on top
of the Natural Science Building
on campus. Under the open sky,
each circular cage contains eght
perches electrically monitored.
Through the bird’s night restlessness, its possible to tell the
directions the bird would travel
If he were actually migrating.
STEER BY STARS
Dr. Mewaldt stated, "It is
thought that the White-Crowned
Sparrow navigates by the stars,
and in this way we are able to
follow the approximate direction
he would take according to the
perches he uses most often."
Captured on the Pacific Coast,
their winter range, and other
parts of the country, the birds
are checked each week for
weight, molt, and gonad development. The information is then
recorded in their individual case
histories.
Dr. Mewaldt regrets that no
way has yet been found to make
these hints reproduce while in
captivity.
WHY MIGRATE?
Throughout the entire project,
Dr. Mewaldt and his research
team hope to learn why birds
migrate when they do and by
what mechanism they navigate.
The Office of Naval Research
has expressed its interest in
knowing the development of
guidance systems in these birds,
and for this reason has sponsored some of Dr. Mewaldt’s
a work.
7.;
The National Science Foundation has been a principle contributor to the project.
Two new environment control
chambers with windows open to
the night sky are now under
construction and should be completed sometime this spring. The
chambers will make it possible
to reverse seasons and to reset
the birds biological clocks.
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HELP WANTED!
be a problem for anyone
e-Peciall% flori,u. A., a remilt ul the recent
deluge. Nse have en exec, of sluing flowers.
solve thi,. problem IA coming in and
Ilelp
Imint.t a feNS
ring rains can

-Toweri

8th 8. Santa Clara
Vim, ( 11,0(015

DR. L RICHARD MEWALDT
. . the birds is here’
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Miss Fremont for You?
Contestants Still Sought
the sponOf/Pried recently ii. ,
sorship et the F:,-.
Pattie. Chamber of Comri.
pants must be sitv.:., ’aiimen be
de,:iti.si.,,,,,ti,f elistitn:ni
H ,
aretweerinstihe

Would you like to be Miss Fremont 1963?
The seventh annual pageant

Sparta Sings Set
May 3 Concert;
20 To Participate
Sparta Siny..s, a eikribinat ion of
past_ Match Melodies and Spring
Sing, has set May 3 for its second annual concert.
Starting at 7:30 in Civic Auditorium, 20 living centers will be
trying for the four division
awards and a perpetual sweepstake award.
Tickets for the spring concert
will be sold next week in front
of the Spartan Bookstore and
Cafeteria, 75 rents for students,
$1 for the public. They will also
be sold at the door on the night
of the performance.
Spsonsoreti joint:y by the AsWomen Siodents and
,o.:,tet
the lutratraterrin Council, the
Make 1-;.lieve We’re .."
1.:e4 year’s emcee, Edward
Belling, will again officiate.
Five persons from the community, all with musical backgrounds, will be judging the contesting groups.
The production division "more
or less is what the novelty division was last year. It includes
choreography, costuming and
stated
props,"
transportable
Arlene D’Arcy, one of three
chairmen for the song fest.
Others are Ronald Gall and
Karyn Ball.
Tuesday a complete run
through for all the groups is
scheduled for Concert Hall in
the evening. This will attnril
them the opportunity to test
minute
a must ics
and
last
changes better effects.

Darlene Iteichler,
elementary education major at,
resident of Hoover Ft,
among the first 20 ,..
seeking the beauty tit
she is the only entry front
Although coeds may live on
campus, they can qualitfy for thc
contest if they have had a
manent address in Fremont
Jan. 1, according to Walt Si, i.ra, Jaycee assistant manager.
Preliminary judging will 1..
held May 12 at the Fremor
Community Center whet. 1,, alists will be chosen by a
member panel of Jaycees.
On May 31, at the coronation
dance, the winner and her court
of two-runner-ups will be chosen.
The winner will be selected
on the basis of beauty of taw
and figure. poise perorialit
charm and intellect. Talent all
!!,s‘ r,
r,Ort
ni-it

7/7/arie

rkoic

( V 54121
lortst

nnril...vritm

EUROPE ’63
Third Annual

SUMMER FLIGHT

June 15
Depart: S. F. to London
Return: Paris to S.F. Sept. 2

$39 9

00

Total Cost
Per Person
Via Super DC 74 Luxury Aircraft
Compliamatory la-Flight Not Meets
***It*** ****** Ir***

Your Group Organizers
I’rocrinor Manuel Eartlirniarir,
Prot...sin Won, 11.enext.1

(.5 ’i-SIll. Ext, 2327
Y 1-611
’,t. 2540

SPACE IS LIMITED

RESERVE NOW!
I
11 I
20-t-3102’
: 1
2 2L+ ; or %\ 9-3006
I las or :\

493 E. Santa Clara St. At 11th
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT **

NASCAR Hardtop Auto Races
AduE+1 $1.75 Juniars (13-16) $1.03 K:ds 50¢
SAN JOSE SPEEDWAY
East of Eleyshme on Tully Road

r

opposite Hill6iew G

TAKE A TIP FROM THE BROTHERS FOUR AMERICA’S CAMPUS FAVORITES

Viceroy’s
(4)1
r-5

the taste
that’s right!

NOreoraftitataiNiladuareahreatiotakilaftiliareses

That’s Right
Fellows, I Had
My Toga Cleaned
At

FRIGIDAIRE
QUICK-CLEAN
CENTER
Yes, even this Spartan knows
that FRIGIDAIRE QUICK -CLEAN
yields top cleaning values
at low, low prices.

NOW 4 LBS.
FOR $1.00
with this ad

)our $f aster

JP:WI:LEI{

And don’t forget Spartans, 9 lbs.
cf laundry in 18 minutes for only
20a. Start today, make our center
your cleaning headquarters.

FRIGIDAIRE
Quick Clean Center

1

9,,,AC)KE A, ,

Quirk etok

Spitnn Rnrel
72 S. First Si.
San Jose
Phone 297-0920

Westgate Shopping Center
1600 Saratoga Ave.
Phone 379-3051
-

9th & E. William

DRY CIAAN

Open daily: 8:30 am .9:30 p
Sima.v 9 00 a
6 00 y
01911191/411111111189111111.111111111111NIONN

Smoke all 7 filter brands and you agree
soma taste too strong . otners taste too
Runt. out %kerns tastes the way you’d
no a filter cigarette to taste.

ASCO IN NEV.
CLIO( TOP C.454

not too strong...
not too light_
Viceroy’s got -the
taste that’s right!

6
01.

05.
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IDA’S

New

Shop

;

is Now OPEN!
a
s
7
Da.iv S. 1.444 4nd

N

ins
fur lull - tuition
fa the three summer
Field Studies in Nat.ral lliatary are now as ailable in
-

414.1
I.

REASONABLE
BIKE RENTAL
.1
lit .. e2
(lay
111 speed: talc hr.. 1 oil (lay
Tandem: Tle hr..
day

Subdby by Arc,

When the Occasion is Formal
Wear a Tux from WAS
ALL NEW
Dinner Juckch,
Parts, Shirts,

Cummerbunds,
Saspendera
and
Accessories
aas

RESERVATIONS
rratigements for a eekeitils
NN veld, and tit,ttlil rates

I.

nek

COLLEGE RATES
$7 SO COMPLETE

4 ki
i

Were proud of our new shop
Come in and see it!
IDA’S TUXEDO
380 S I sr S.

Natural History Scholarship Forms
Now Available in Biology Storeroom

REWARD
Half of rental fee applicable
tomanl purrlia,e of new hike
RIGHT TIME
pail: 8:30-6:
Closed Sunda) and NI

RENTAL

ff
lay

US CYCLES
1131 The 1Iameda

as 2 9 a

;eriter,"14401.1e~iporlifiA0S1,4,

10.101"VIOVeS.

FOLK
Guitars -Banjos -Music
Soo our selection of
Martin. Goya. and Christy instruments

BENNER MUSIC
1684 W. Sea Carlos
CY 7-7417
rok,t’o’tWr4’an’’SWelr41,44Vy)414to.’*’tlr’.’ae.r4r.W.t.W.0’4’.44Te’ifi49.

L4$

*se.431" GREEN STAMPS
BANKAMIRICARD
FIRST NATIONAL
CHARGE

I he
igy storeri,om. They should
be returned by Thursday.
One unit of natural science credit is granted for each session. The
locations this summer are Lassen
National Park, June 9-14; Sequoia
National Park, June 16-21; and
Cambria Pines, June 23-25.
Financial need. scholarship and
faculty recommendations are the
criteria the scholarship committee
will use to evaluate applicants,
Dr. Ken Hutton. committee chairman, said.
Applicants should have a minimum grade point average of 2.5,
he added.

Mestrk.
For coliege seniors and g,..ds
... Guaranteed by a top
Company
No war clause
Exclusive benefits us
special rates
.

... a perfect school partner

for theifs.tudentriis thisi,h.dandsoorner atthatehen.c.ajse. The desk/
I

indexed esaandabln
i W26

U

16.12.31/4.

L-R

no writing surface)

’ KI
S_,_

under the I’d,

$12.95
$10.95 PI" t"

W SANTA CLARA

52
LUGGAGE
HAND BAGS
itLLEATHER GOODS

phone 293-7633
Parking Validations

KA Y ;24441

WO,
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Weekend Co-Rec
Set for Tomorrow
In Women’s Gym

Represe,t,o ueS
Jack W. Peacock
Ken Itoosey
Jim Marge.
’ 3396 Ste,,ens &pelt CH

Weekend (o-Itec will feature its
full schedule of actitities Saturday, 12:30-4:30 p.m. in the Women’s
Gym, according to Lana Lawson
Weekend Co-Rec director.
Photo by Anna Lou Dyson
Volleyball. badminton. croquet,
killing range. These hunting grounds and campAdvanced students in Field
DISCOVERY
, rig pong. shuffleboard. swimsites nearby were discovered by the group last ,1
Studies in Natural History examine a "hunting
.ling and trampoline will he availweek. Students reported their findings to the ,
blind" built by Shoshone Indians in Death Valley
ale to both students and faculty
Anthropology Department at the University of
hundreds of years ago. The Indians would wait
atudents must present ASB cards. l
Southern California.
inside this enclosure until animals came within
A aCsolden Gat P. rk We cle
Tour," sponsored by the Recreation
. Department. will he held Saturday.
. \aril 27. Since registration is litnited, everyone interested should
sign up immediately in the Student
Affairs Business Office. 131.
Participants will leave San Jose
Seventy Freshman Camp coun- !group after the end in the SeState at 9:30 a.m, and return by
selor candidates have been selected !nester." stated Julie Wilson, skit
4 pan. Bike rental in Golden Gate c
I from 300 applicants and will at tend :director.
Park is 40 cents per hour. Further
Men candidates are:
the first of four training sessions
inawmation is available at the Stu Thursday night, reports Pam I Mike William Anthony, Jerry
lent Affairs Business Office, Bl.
Nearly 1.200 college-bound high Stoddard, Freshman Camp pub- Arca. Arthur W. (Terri) Bell,
Ken Winslow Bowen, Gary Bren-1
school seniors will invade the San licity director.
Allen Hall Slates
Jose State campus for about six
Out of the 70 San Jose State neman, Joe Buehler, Ed Button,
hours Tuesday to examine facili- candidates 44 counselors-22 coeds Larry Church. Mike Collins, Mike’
Cook, Dan Dahlen,
Falksinaer Sherry Snow and pop- ties, attend assemblies and meet and 22 menwill he selected to
Gary Edward Davis. Steve Deattend the orientation conference
ular dance combo, The Progres- w ith division representatives.
Each student first will attend a held each year at Asilomar just Coite, George Drake. Larry Ferarms, headline the Allen Hall Mu ratio, Gary Finefroc k, Fred
-ii’ Revue Monday night at 7:451 division meeting in the area he is before the start of the fall seGruber, Tom Guist, Robert Himel,
p.m. in the hall’s informal lounge.. planning to study. SJS students mester.
Reed Jones, Dwane Kime,
"In making the final selection
Big John Simas. resident as- have been appointed in each diviRoss McGowan, Al Malyon, Pete
Mon to serve as guides.
the Freshman Camp (’ommittee.
sistant at the hall. will emcee the!
Mandia. Tom Moorehouse, Richard
entertainment special which in- I Following lunch and entertain- along with faculty advisers, will
Bruce Penman, Jack Perkins, Bob
eludes 15 top acts from the San ment. provided by Interfraternity review each candidate’s grades and
I and Panhellenic councils in the ability at leading a discussion PiSa110, Dave Proven, Marty StenJose State campus.
mid, Terri Teals, Paul Tumason.
The hest performance of the Men’s Gym, the seniors will go to
Tom Volz and Ben Wicks.
-how will get $50 and a special departmental meetings. Here they
Coed candidates air:
appearance on KSJS-FM. Throe will again be joined by an SJS
Avon Amestoy, Pat Argilla, SanSan - !
eaperienced judges will pick the auide and speaker appointed la
Ira Buerman, Pat Butler, Linny
warner,, jell Davis, chief justice oi c as h department head.
Claybaugh, Lynette Dawson, Gwen
the ASH Judiciary and hand lead-; After visits to departments in
Donaldson, Barbara Jo Bonnie
er; Ron Graves of KSJS. and Loren ; which they plan to major, the
Drury, Kathy Evart.
’groups will reassemble in the Men’,
Smith of the SJS Studio Rand
Diann Figone, Jane Finan, Sally :
Other entries in the contest in- !Gym for another program.
of Sara- Gorrindo, Jenifer Graham. Lind At this assembly, Dr. William J..I After serving a ’s mayor
. ’isle Thu’ John Hammond Jazz
WaS Incorportittoga
since
the
city
Trio. Tom Brooks’ Dixieland hand. Dusel. SJS vice president. and Bill ed seven years ago, Da Burton R. say Haler. Karen Hall. Judy M.
Ginny Irving, Sara Anne
comedian Ron Kasdan and popular. Hauck. ASHpresident, will give Brazil. SJS professor of
politicalSutllvi Jenkins
addresses. Fraternity and sorority
singer Sharon Cressio.
science,
recently
announced
his
Margaret Kelly. Lana Lawson
Admission to the show is free members, along with SJS yell lead- resignation because of impending
Joan Ulrich, Jeanne Isonginoa ,
and students should come early for ers, also participate in the pro- military duty.
gram.
Beatrice Ann Merrill, Martha M.
:eating.
In simultaneous action, the Mitchell. Joyce Morrall. Ellen NorOnly seniors who are unquestionably qualified for admission to Council appointed Dr. Theodore ris, Sue Oliver.
a state college and who intend to M. Norton. SJS assistant professor
Julia Sanandria. Susan Sargent
enter a four-year college this Sep- of political science, to the planning Sherry Sari nder s, Nancy Jane
tember have been chosen for the commission. He will serve until Scott, Judy Shaw, Sue Shepherd
1967.
lay’s activities.
Carolee abrade!. Janice Winter
1.7) ,. 111,1 and The Common Mar
Dr. Brazil, a colonel in the U.S. ’ and Cheryl Woodward
ket ’ is the topic that The Honor- New Spring Members Army Reserve, announced in a letable R. Reid -Adam, Consul -General
ter to the City Council that his
in Stun Franctscri for Great Britain For Spartan Shields
two-month military leave begins
will discuss when he speaks in
Spartan S uie Id s, sophomore in June. at a time when the C11oinTH51 Thursday at 9:30 a.m. The men’s honorary service organiza- cil faces important deraians.
lemma is free and open to every- non, has selected 15 new probaone
’salary members for spring, 1963
The speaker, one of the highest
They are: Dan Barker. L n n
, British representatives on the West Basham, Bob Booth, Gary Brenne- I San
Jnse State AFROTC Drill
Coast., will dismiss England’s pos- man, Joe Buehler. Bob Coontz. Dan
Team received notice Wednesday
sibilities of joining the Common Dahlen, George Drake, Ed Gibson, that
it has been awarded third
’ Market and the effects of the ECC Bill Keeler Floyd Kuehnis Bruce place in the
St. Patrick’s Day Pa upon the United States.
MacDonald, Eric Rasmussen, Dick rade. areording
to Murray D. Day.
Edit -Adam’s appearance on ram- Stewart. and Tom Volz.
drill team commander.
aus is sponsored by the InternsSpartan Shields’ members are
The trophy for this win is on
’ anal Organization class of Dr. currently helping to distribute and display in the cadet orderly r.m,
r assrge G. Bruntz, professor of hisproctor an "ASH survey" on the
’’. political science and educa- college, Sunday. the Shields, and
tion. Seseral of the Social Science Spartan Spears boxed 10,000 text
Area classes are joining Dr. hooks to be sent to the Philippines
WHERE’S CHARLIE?
for the Pear’ Corr,
liruntz’s class for the occasion.

High School Frosh Counselor Candidates
Seniors Plan To Begin Training Sessions
ampu s Visit
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AFROTC Award
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ACCOUNTS OPENED IN 3 MINUTES

YOUNG ADULTS ACCOUNTS INVITED!
A Complete Hoe of flationalty Advertised Produds
Engagement Rings
Wedding Rings
Watches
Birthstone Rings
Costume Jewelry
I. D. Bracelets
Clocks
Cameras
Binoculars
Electric Shavers

Phonographs
Hi-Fi Sets
Radios
Electrical Appliances
Dinnerware

OVER 1000 BOOKS

Silverware
Watch and Jewelry
Repairs
Tape Recorders

No Money Down A Year To Pay
FREE
PARKINCr

bk.
CV

1

49, 0

28 Valley Fur
8 3040
!) p
. inr.
14

ac"

Black
or
White

;

-

a

-- ;/
’
’"-*"r----..1.
’‘""" _-!77--_-s..._ ’
.
.
ALL STAR OXFORD

$797

Fr’n’a
alto"

Sirss
6
to
14

,

STI
DISC

4-8/2k

WHITE ALL STAR

Uni

CY 8

439 So. Firsi
Open Mon., Thurs., Fri

’till 9

Bruce
Olson*
says...
17
tt Even If you Can’t pass the
Physical Exam at that time,
you can get more Insurance
later on ... with College Lite $
famous policy, THE BENEFACTOR, designed expressly for college men and sold exclusively to
college men. Call me today and
explain how and why. No obligation, of course.

SPRING BOOK SALE
BEGINS

Come rri, Soot
Afvfintile Wevice
fteki. OE Alec^ ,49
fifiorlON MMI/718’.

April 22-26
65 So
First St.

CHUCK TAYLOR
ALL STAR

Dr. Brazil Resigns
Mayorsh;p Post
For Military Duty

Consul To Speak
On Common Market

1101.

Deposits dc/erred until
you are out of school

Fidelity Union Life
,.Insurance Company

’Music Revue

\,

5’

SAW 11’ ~Mr
Cftdi.oiLvfAir fAtrtrr
aeowmic, Alehroce ER
aritylci

Spartan Bookstore

eft ER
PPEMII
ISERV/CE

Su ca.

Rest way to play it No gamble
at all A slim little scooped and
..ruiptured shell tf net knit rat
ten. visibly VIII AMR Narrow
brat zipper in barb Four colors
White. Mack. Bole, and To
W1411111’S,
411
of them.
Ti

CL4/1.1
aw4 cg SANTA4’

’Right on Campus’

Yt4

ritwANY
MitiliVetearte
as

Mosfier s

Ji

Campus Shop
50 So. 4th St.

If
hail
sel

*BRUCE OLSON
351 N. 25th Street
T
Sealn, 298Josm3e,Cialif.
represPntmn
’THE COLLEGE OFF
P
COMANY
O
lfer
AMERICASUNCE
Ihr only Company :Mlog
ercluswely to College Men
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Track Team Ends Dual Schedule
Today At Fresno’s Speedy Oval

Dawson on Mound
Against USF Dons

lain Jeff Fishback and sophuBy DAVE NEWHOUSE
track-i more MO star Mike ()therm,
Bud Winter’s successful
their dual meet ! k’isliback lett tor Sao Paulo, Bra..ters close out
an old net:ie. zil. ’ruesday night where he’ll paragainst
today
,,sun
Fresno State, at Fresno’s
hatelifte Stadium. Meet time is 3
The track bus leaving for today’s meet at Fresno Mate .4111
were
Bulldogs
and
Spartans
The
depart Spartan Gym at 10:80
.riginally slated to laittle it out
Instead of the original tune
prompt
weather
Ineleinent
tonight.
of 2:30 p.m. ’Hie Fresno meet
C01.
coach
FS(
and
will he nt a p.m. Instead of toti Winter
Warmertiam to change their night.
very
been
have
nights
plans. Valley
.old lately.
San Jose State n Ill he without ticipate with the American team
cap. in the Pan-American Games which
the eapable sen lees of team
open Saturday. Gibeau is still nursing a heel injury.
Specializing in All Styles at
Winter welcomes the end of the
Shop
Hank’s Barber
dual schedule, and with reason.
HENRY WATANABE
Spartans, such as Bob Baughman,
293-0705
148 B. Alma
have been doubling in two events
Open Tues.-Sat. 9-6
or more in order to help the team’s

Solk-z.d; said he will start Vi-hei
1,..% MI
again - I the
M1
.
I 1, Sall Jose State baseball 1 ’gels
squad entertains the Unis.ersity of
LOF’ handed the San Jose squad
Sal. FililiCiSeti Dons. The Spat-taxisonly mt, league losses last
are hoping to pick up their fourth
tv.0 teams std.! tom
straight league win in the game
at Municipal stadium beginning
It is the I. I meeting .4 the
at 7
. -61 ins
second vin uae betwet-n year between the two
I ,
the t IP teams. The Spartans ,Sotavak says that UOP is
edged out the Dans 1-0 in San to St Mary’s. -They take theii
Francisco,
cuts. and when yuu’re sv. inging
Backing up Dawson in the SJS
,
ti,.
lineup will be Rich Green, catcher:
Toni Van Amburg, first base; Lon Romero. second base; Gary Vic. Plana
third base; Ron Linderanan,
Garden
stop. either John Jurivich or In
RUSellini. left field. Miles Y.,
Shop
mot, center field, and Carl FT.
right I add.
Aciording to
,kaze.loS
I SU has
sery good
pitchers in .1t-rry filers and Mike
CY S-S976
Barnhart. Eller. pit. bed tin- last
game beBseen the schools. losLo Bue’s Plaza
’ Ins a tough one to Jim %Uhler,
Stc.r, and et, 4 Rd.
other top plaer, for I .41 are

FOREIGN AUTO PARTS

FAp

Mr. President ...
Our prices are also "steal" prices, but
we assure you and the American people
that there will be no increase in our prices.
1695 W.

San Carlos
Eatco, Inc.

ELECTRONIC PARTS & HI Fl EQUIPMENT

WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS
CY 8-1212
1425 W. SAN CARLOS
BRAND NEW
IN SAN JOSE

FULL COURSE DINNER
for as little as $1.45
whole Barbecue Chicken
$1.49
to take out

Chighl

teak *we
17 E. SANTA CLARA

/..f./ 4,0

1.111,..(1)..l.5 ’MP

CY 3-4661

’,11 JAC /011’4

5,

NEED TWO HAIRCUTS

In an attempt to establish alum’ hi soccer matches as a San Jose
State tradtion, coach Julie Menendez will pit his 30-man squad
against the Spartan alums tomorrow afternoon at 1:30 on the footpractice field.
’ The contest also will serve as a
(sinditioning tool for the varsity’s
May 3 clash with Stanford.
The varsity hooters will he
led by have Kingsley and Al
Korbus. Kingsley was named to
the all -league first team In ’62,
VI Idle KOrt111101 reaped All-American honor,’ at City College of
San Francisco two seasons back.
Other returning lettermen to
draw starting nods include Valdls
ISvans, goalie: Ed Zumot, right
ill, 1 forward; and Efiok Akpan, Inside
right.
Tom Zinther and Colin Lindores
are up from the javee eleven, while
’Dave Gabor, Tom Nagy, Byron
1Kobayshi and Mike Hajian are outstanding newcomers to SJS sot!.

,

I eel.’

The alumni Is headed by Les
Bennett, Earl Montgomery, John
Orognen, Bob Bergman, Tom
Doak, Gordon Huntz and Tony
Zamoto,

MO.
Another good pitching job tunic!,
in by Steve Kirvan of the Ca! T!
waiians, who shut the Slob s !
out on two hits. The
scored their only three runs in th
fourth inning. Gary Hughes ha,i
two of the runs batted in, whii,

Brown Belt Team
Seeks Repeat Win
Defending 141:1114,14,I1
tI‘
State will be one of the favorites
in Sunday’s Ntwthern California
Brown Belt Team Champion.ships
at the San Leandro Boy’s Club.
SJS coach Yosh Uchida has selected Gilbert Soper, Howard Fish.
Larry Nord, Mike Eisenhower and
Ron Rosso on his first team, and
will pick a lighter second team
sometime today.
San J. PSe’ti judoists 1)114’10,1
through last year’s tourney without a point being scored against
them. University of Califin-nia. San
Jose Buddhist, Sacramento Judo
Club, San Francisco Judo Club and
the East Bay and Pacific Judo
Clubs are the other entries.

NOW
IN TWO LOCATIONS

LEN & AL’S

- 8E filashaven - Rotte-lam
Eurauto
Holland - Tel.: (010) 13.69.15 and
13.69.32 - Cables. Eufaula Rotterdam

Barber Shops

XFECT1VE

Frosh Golf Team
Tramples Bulldogs
And Another Lotz

Bronco Yearlings
Stop Spartababes

SAVE
283’

PER
GAL

REG.

ETHYL

299

319

MAJOR

OIL CO

GASOLINE

PURITAI OIL CO.
4th &

6th
10511 & Taylor

San Jose State’s ftsAh golfers
topped College of San Mateo. 16’. 1312, in a big win for Jerry
1Vroom’s yearlings at Peninsula
rCountry Club Tuesday.
Ron Cerrudo lopped state amateur king Dick Lot, in the featut.
round. Cerrudo fired a 73 to Lot/
Lotz, a recent winner in the
Far Western .11.111/01’ college goI:
tournament, is the brother oh
S.IS All-American John Lotz.
Jimmy Johnson was the day’s
medalist, shooting a 71. Johnson
defeated the Bulldog’s ’font
Brigham, %%h. fashioned
The victory boasted the Snarl abahes season record to 4-1. SJS
%4 :IS beaten in a return match by
University of California in March.
San Mateo gets another crack
at the SJS froth Monday on the
Almaden course, at 1:15 p.1
Jimmy Lutz, the third brother an
a talented golfing family, will Play
for the Spartans.

41’.1111, A.

Engine Overhaul
$75.00 and up
Valve Job
520.00 and up

Just Arrived

Engine Tuneup

Girl’s Blouses
Priced at

1

EURAUTO means new car prices equal to or below
factory prices.
EURAUTO means full drive-away service.
EURAUTO means fast car delivery, e.g. 24 hour
Volkswagen delivery.
ELTRAUTO means frequent lowest cost shipping
facilities to the U.S. via Rotterdam.

480
S. 10th St

It

Ird

Larry LeFall will run the 440,
Fishback the 3,000-meter steeplechase. Dwight Middleton the 220
and 440 and Bob Taylor the 120
high hurdles in qualifying, rounds
for the NCAA championships.
May is a month of rosebuds and
relay meets as far as track diehards are concerned. A gala array
PEEPING BOB Taylor steals a look at the finish line in a recent
of relays attracting the foremost
practice session. Taylor has a best of 14.5 in the high hurdles and
cinder talent In the United States,
outfielder Ito% R.-ht, agul n POI
can also garner points in the triple jump and broad jump. He’ll
aill blanket the Pacific Coast next
it
rt
ttuisut,
"lobe/41.k
do all three at Fresno State today.
month.
said.
The West Coast Relays opens
Saturday the Spartans tra.el a.!
the slate on May 11, at very -fast
Stockton to meet the Univel
Ratcliffe Stadium, where the Spar..f Pacific fur two games begim
tans run today. Names like Ralph
I p.m. The games still be s.
Boston, Rex Cawley, Parry O’Brien
1,11W,
.,1.r1
Rink Babka, Ron Morris, tills Williams and Henry Carr have already consented to appear at I
Fresno.
On May 18, the Coliseum Relay. at Los Angeles will draw
a bushel of track stars from the
Santa Clara’s explosive freshman
Southland. Winter and the Spar5,isebali team rallied Our twelve
tans will more than likely take
runs in the last Mir.. irmings
part in the Northern California
the Spartan yearlings tor the
invitational at Berkeley, May 19.
aid time in as many tries, 15-3
The California Relays on May Fri,i
ts IneSdaY alternoon at II,,- winSPARTAN liArLya
Api it 14.
25 will be the last step before thel.._
rcts’ diamond.
NCAA finale in June. AlbuquerThe Colts outhit the Sique, New Mexico, is the site of
, babes. it in 2, while both tr....
the NCAA spectacle.
I committed six errors in the V.
San Jose State dips its feet into
played game.
the first wave of relays April 2.
The turning point came in the
in the Mt. San Antonio Relay-.
bottom of the sixth frame when
Then comes the first Record,
Santa Clara erupted for SIX 1/11:
Meet, May 4, at Spartan Field.
The purpose of the Records
Alpha Tau Omega’s Cliff Drae- !Ron McBride picked up the third
Meet is to give San Jose’s varsity
Sigma Alpha Epsilon No. 2
and fresh track squads a shot at ger won the intramural free
various national relay records, throw crown Wednesday. breaking topped Allen Ball. 8-7. Ralph Side Both Winter and fnosh coach a tie in the fourthround by making ’bottom hit a home run for th..
Dean Miller believe that the sprint eight of 10. Doug Morris if Lambda winners. Steve Johnson drove in
medley, 880, two-, three-, four-. Chi Alpha finished second, while the tying run and scored the win and six-mile relay records will re- Bob Morel’ of Pi Kappa Alpha and rung run with a head -first dive
ceive a serious assault by SJS Al Hubbard of Alpha Tau Omega ’ into home plate on a pop-up to the
Aloitstop.
Automatic Transmission
Santa Clara Valley Youth Villagc ,;ed for third.
Pete Peterson hit tut, 1
Golf and coed two-man volleywill also compete on May 4.
Seals Installed. 535.00
d1 entries are due today. Golf ruins to Icad siatunia to 3. li-4
on most cars
,ntries must be turned in by noun., win iwer Arm., BUT(’. Kappa
, Pi topped Pink Tub Annex, 10-8.
Barry Rilliet pitched a. no-hit. I Markham Hall I 4,1 thf.
Transmission Overhaul
no-run game yestersi:iy in hide$75.00 most makes of
viduals 22-6, la,’
pendent softball autimt, as Moulcars
der Hall is hipped tin- Bed Iloard,

Varsity vs. Alumni
In Soccer Opener
Tomorrow at 1:30

If you do, we have extended our quality
haircuts, friendliness, and interesting read selections to a new location

318
S. 10th St.

ti..

(0,.

EXPERT
AUTO REPAIR

United Radio and T.V. Supply Co.

alPhf I
where you get a

sill

.11M4(0(1,1W

ATo Player Wins
ree Throw Crown

OPEN
ivtonday
Thursday
Friday
TILL 9

DISCOUNTS

liaason

.14’.

2.4citty
sports

295-2129

STUDENT

1

point total. San Jose State is 6-0
in dual get-togethers.
Baughman is a 211-fuot javelin
thrower and has bettered at; feet in
the hop, step and jump. Although
both are noteworthy efforts, there
are many javelin men in the collegiate ranks who can %hip the
spear over 230 feet, but only a
few who can better 48 feet in
the triple jump.
Therefore, Baughinan becomes a
triple jumper. Similar fate awaits
other Spartans.
Ben Tucker will run the !idle
and two-mile today, but will concentrate primarily on the mile in
preparing for the national

EUR
AUTO
ROTTERDAM
GATEWAY TO YOUR EUROPEAN TRAVEL PLANS

$4.12
/

Satisfaction Guaranteed

FRED & EVERETT’S

lattyitn

GARAGE

I "Wow. Shop
e,

1557 S. but St.

CY 5.6559

la: lfkrall4-"Vf.-t107-,::"!-’’’..-1-7-ts.e.tstIstif.??.
X)
x.
Our Authentic

TENNIS SHOE
8.95
luck Purcell

1.

Comfort on the courts and off in our
authentic Rams Head all-around tennis shoe.
Exclusive rigid arch support and famous fit
... how relaxed can you get? Black or white.
,tiLuitcJt,tittitt

o-i-efAIDINTs
VALLEY FAIR
Hours:

2801 Stevens Creek Blvd.
0:30 to 0:30, Men. Aro Rn.. 9 30 to S 10 Sot

.
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The Spartan Daily Peacock
Trea.ure Hunt Starts
Friday. April 19:

Sigma Delta Chi Sponsors ’ Mom Wins High School Journalists Visit Campus
Veteran Newsmen Meet frosh $10
Quill and Scroll members from
Mt. Eden High School, Hayward.
are scheduled to tour facilities of
the Department of Journalism and
Advertising at 2:30 this afternoon.
Miss Diane Briggs is president
of the Mt. Eden High School chapter of Quill and Scroll. national
honorary society for high school
journalism students,
Folios% ing an opening address by
Dr. Dwight Bentel, department
chairman, visitors Will confer
with Pleasant 11111, La Torre editor: Bob Pada Spartan Daily
editor; Kent Vlautin, Daily adver-

tismg manager;

mot,

Margie Yani’s
Lyke public relatlor6 di

rector; and Turn Woods, radiu
editor

Veteran newsmen will converge the firsecn Act, is teaturevt as the
Jack A. Watts, Spartan Daily
"What. me worry? I gave blood."
on the SJS campu,. Friday. April main speaker.
public relations director, will be
The Brown Act thiew open al.,’ti. 2:30 p.m. at Ed100 to air their
This was the winning 1963 blood
In charge of the afternion’s acsiews on "Management of News most all official government meet- drive slogan composed by Ben
tivities, to be concluded at 4:4
and Access to Governmental News ings to the press and public in
Gale, SJS freshman, which won
1953.
Sources."
when visitors observe a lis:e radi,
spon$10.
The
contest
was
Tickets to the dinner are on sale him
Sponsored by the Central Coast
news broadcast.
Counties Unit of the California tat the Jouralism and Advertising sored by the Community Service
db,
Newspaper Publishers Assn. and , Department Office.
Committee and the Air Force
This year the average US, eon.
Sigma Delta Chi, professional jourROTC In connection with the SJS
sumer will use only 19 per eere
nalistic society, the panel is open
Blood Drive to be held at Hoover
of his earnings to buy food, a
to the public.
Hall April 25.
record low.
As a follow up to the panel.
Wednesday, Bob O’Connor,
which features newsmen fioni all
chairman for the San Jose City
111111111111111111H1111111411111
.1 I
levels of government reporting, is L,ompletes
College Blood Drive, attended the
!he Sigma Delta Chi Deadline DinN NIA ABLE LOUPON
FREE
FREE
SJS Community Service (’ommit-Perspective." San Jose State’s
ner. 7 p.m. at the College Cafeteria
THIS COUPON ENTITLES YOU TO ONE DELICIOUS DINNER FREE WITH A
tee meeting, which is sponsoring
PAID DINNER OF THE SAME VALUE MINIMUM VALUE IS II 75
rho Honorable Ralph M. Brown, weekly television series, has just
the SJS blood drawing, and
ustiee of the District Court of !completed its third cont intents challenged them to a contest. City
Spartan Daily
Harry Pollack’s Main Street Hofbrau features
Appeal in Fresno and author of year over KNTV, Channel 11, acCollege will hold their blood drive
Peacock
’cording to Dr. Clarence Flick, asdelicious roast beef, chicken dinners
a week following SJS and will try
sociate professor of drama.
and other choice foods
to top State results. San Jose State
Each Satorday at 10:30 p.m.
is reaching for a 350-pint gnat.
reservations needed! Closed Sundays
No
7.000 to 11,000 residents of this
I Monday, Tuesday. and Wednesarea regularly view "Perspective,"
day, members of the Drive ComThis coupon good from 3-8 p.m. until June 1, 1963
according to KNTV survey figures.
mittee will be passing out pledge
The program will produce its
cards and release slips in front of
,/
T:tth broadcast tomorrow morning
Copies of the Peacock color supplement with Peacock
the cafeteria, 10 am. to 2 p.m. If.
45ra
feathers attached are hidden in a number of San Jose
Interviews for Spartacamp di - at 10:30 when Dr. Albert Miller, a student wishes to donate bloodl
stores.
S.LIS OSE CALIFoRS1 y
311 :Hot TH FIRST T. 293.2011
:vs -tar and 15 auxiliary personnel associate professor of meteorology. and is under 21 years of age, he
See the clues in the Spartan Daily
;sill be held Monday and Tuesday, will present the first of a two- must have a parental signature. 11111111.11111111111111111110111111011101111111111111M11111M1111111011111011111
Classified Section beginning Friday.
:espectively, at the College Union, program series on meteorology.
The pledge card asks for name, adEvery Saturday, since March dress, phone number and group
vocording to Tom Volt, ASB pera
program
has
been
based
1960’
einel officer.
the donor represents.
Formes associeed with the Spartan Daily or participatiag are ineligible
Interested students are asked to on either extensive resources of
Decision of the Spartan Daily is final
I
faculty
research projects. student
up immediately for interviews
it’411litS7iNti irteArieW-17:
\51 (6\04C0i -65c
:talent or community projects.
the College Union.
"Perspective" has brought to its
Spartacamp director interviews
score held this week but were ex- viewers 92 SJS faculty appeartended because not enough stu- ances representing 18 areas of the
dents applied. "We want a wide college.
Programs in the past have
choice of candidates because of the
(Interviews for teaching positions
importance of this directorship," eluded discussions and leer in
n California are now being held in
demonst ra tions, music recii als. Adm234, between 9 a.m. and 4:30
explained ASH Pres. Bill Hauck.
Director interviews will be held dance recitals, and variety,
Signup sheets are now available.
Students are requested to sign up
:sketches.
from 1:30 to 4 p.m.
early.ED.)
Other programs planned for the
Auxiliary personnel will provide
remained of this semester are:
Monday ---- Palm Springs Unified
!Senior to train
manmaement career the manpower to work temporarily
ANNOUNCEMENTS (1)
in various areas of student govern- ’ "A View of the Campus." "Indus- School District, Palm Springs, RivMaor
Wish to share ownership
--en CV 8.3362 ment, according to Volz. They will trial Ceramics," "Photo History." ’ erside County.
"Oral Interpretation."
perform whatever function assignTuesday -Modesto City Schools.
253-2224 a’e- t "
HOUSINO (121
ed to them.
Modesto, Stanislaus County. Mt.
Un4urn. house or 3 men. Set, e.-1 505 E
"Tho SJSC local
Pet sonnet interviews are slated
Diablo Unified School District, Con ’ 1-3181.
Teacner,
eratIon
from 3 to 4 p.m.
curd, Contra Costa County. Manbers^’D sty
Male studant
.4A-.
teca Union High School District,
,rs
Manteca, San Joaquin County.
Freshman Nurse
Ity litr .-zYial
Cl T’a 1 1creasee - -.
will
Rio Linda
Club,
live
music
a
dance
with
Friday, April 28
Laboratory
Signups
Girls app
All freshman nursing majors are he held at James Boys Ranch Union School District, Rio Linda.
. axers
Sacramento County. Sunnyvale Elurged to sign up for fall semester Tuesday at 7 p.m.
60
L
All social work majors and other ementary School District, Sunnyhospital laboratory assignments by
P
May 1, 1963, according to Mrs. interested girls are invited to at- vale. Santa Clara County. Rio Ele1..,,,Suaa at 8
Helen Stevens, associate professor tend the function. reports Jessi- I mentary School District. Oxnard,
INSTRUCTION
HQ
841fn pus.’
of nursing. Signup sheets :ire in (dare Sutherland, club publicity Ventura County. Niles Elementary
WIl tutor A rner.,:an H,story or Basi, 1113419.
AUTOMOTIVE 14/
School District, Fremont, Alameda
chairman.
s -on,..‘deTS’a,dir-1. 2532724
Interested persons are asked ro County.
Ltiat
-1
Tas Yolks. Per4
MERCHANDISE (14)
register with a club member or id’
296-2118.
Life expectancy In the United
t end the Social Work Club mewcollege girls seem to know what they want. We get a lot of
HANDY
PRINTER.
POCKET
’57 Larebrelia, Irs
, Tuesday at 3:30 p.m. in C,1-1161 Statrey since 1900 has risen from
ideas about ring styling from American campuses. If there is
CV --355 Ton,
.17 to 70 years.
further details.
a thing as a consensus, it would sound like this: conservasuch
60 Vessel "ISO",
--11
TODAY:
tive styling, with a difference.
ta4e;t.i.m
sti
:umilimiliiiimmilimilinimiumitimiffiliffilmitmurniumurniffimiin
Balkan Alliance: I lam,
That’s what we’ve designed into Tropic Star.. the newest of
0,.
1960 Austin-Healy 4
at 730 p.m.; Kolo parts
Baseball Season Has Started
:
4’ - s
71-1the beautiful Artcarved diamond engagement rings. Like all
p.m.: Women’s Gym.
Artcarved rings, it’s styled for lasting beauty guaranteed in
Get
An
Itt’nmen’s Recreation Assn.: TIAII1to
It’s
Time
4 ;
’53 Ford 7 1Electric 1/4 hp reciter 512 w -"d In1",
3:3n p.m.. Women’s Gym.
writing
for permanent value. IS Artcarved’s beautiful new
ALMA 6 TRANSISTOR RADIO
goapc tr..
Tri-C
Retreat
club:
Spring
al
for you? See for yourself.
Star
Tropic
BUSINESS SERVICES NH
E - 14’ 04. Hume Lake; meet at Third and
$8.88
PP’-,r’
742.
n
Auto insurencet for s’-dents
San Antonin Streets.
2420. Chat Bailey Ins. 195 ’’..,. 0-7,n, A
Includes
rtcarved
F:pyllon Eta Sigma: Ideers in
Street.
F0104, 3:30 p.m.
Genuine
Black
Leather
Case
Expert typis*, theses term papers rnaDramanel and Warlebna R,n,a
TOMORROW:
as., edit’n4. 793 375.
us-.
Battery and Phones
A TT Frets, sororities.
Hoover Hall: I.D.C. Dance in
k:-, 794
Will do typing c
Radios come in colors black and tan
informal lounge, 8:30 p.m.
EXCLUSIVELY AT
?.
W C.
CPershing Rifles: Car Wash at
A.S.B. card is at that is needed to purchase the exact score
,
Er
-e
3
0276.
EMPLOYMENT (10)
Cadotte.v. Texaco. Valley Fair and
of all Giant games
- _
Stevens Creek Road; 8:30 a.m.
FOR SALE
’ ’"stock feathers A
by with Cl’
0
(’o-Res’: Fun and games in
e j
Women’s Gym, 12:30 p.m.
Hillbrook Day Camp
TO PLACE AN AD:
SUNDAY:
se
CV 5 Oss1
275 South First Street
Call at Spartan Daily Ad Office
23 E. San Fernando (Next to Cal Book) 297-3642
1
First Covenant College Class:
2207. I:30-4:00, or
Send in Handy Order Blank
Meets at First Covenant Chureh.
with Check or Money Order.
790 Cole Ave., 5:30 p.m.
betwn,meNo Phone Orders
9 and 4 to, early apt, --ent
MONDAY:
Drive-in and Dining Room Service
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headline entertainment s!,
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To buy, rent, or sell a cymbidium, a Didus ineptus, a
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handy order form, clip it, and send if with a check or
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cosh to he Spartan Daily Advertising Office, J207, Son
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Weekly Rotes:
2 linos
52 00
3 lines $2.50
4 linos -- S300
S lines & morlite per line

Every day is a Special Day at Tico’s
(Special Combination Day, that is.)
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F o r display eirilverSising eg+es, erill CY 44414, ROI
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MAN WITH SALES
EXPERIENCE TO HELP
TRAIN AND MANAGE
COLLEGE SALES PEOPLE
Plenty of leads

Be
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’;:fresst:r ’r1;
we
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Try this stomach pleasing combination:
TOSTADA, ENCHILADA,
RICE or BEANS, SALAD

No Invest-

ment. We train you. Excel-

89‘

lent Summer opportunity.
Send resume to Vita Craft
Pacific Soles. PAS Grand
Ave. Ooklortfl No 161 or
phone hIM Winchester 099

444-46)S
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RESPONSIBLE YOUNG

(Count 33 Letters and
D olly Rotes:
Two lines, two time minimum
2 limes $1.00
$1.25
3 lines
4 lines
$1.90
5 flues & more-20c per line
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It’s especially special at this low price.

Phone Orders CY 7-8421
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Glee Clubs Set Concert.
88 Voices
i
Prepare for April
OrrilDine

spaiiiths, Hail"’ is the
the group will start singing
the evening, showing unr:.. ,Ity to the campus and
s and Women’s Glee
tissr annual spring eon-...01..1 by Dr. Gus Leaso..
,..r of music

{{,,

.1.s. Club. boasting
ilenibers. 1VIII follow
oer with traditional
Kai Shuns Wools: is
’ui.lirector of the men’s
-

, :ill’s trios and a sex participate in the
IR held Wednesday.
in Concert Hall at
5p

ii

elubs were reorganized
Lease’s direction in the
.7, owl now have a total
;
288.

SINGING OUT in preparation for the Associated Men’s and
Women’s Glee Club Spring Concert April 30 are, left to right,
Jennifer Jones at piano, Mary Stumpf, Jody Means, Sue Alex-

:,;

ander and Dr. Gus Lease, director. Several women’s trios, besides
Das year the glee clubs playisi
the above group, are also performing at the concert.
large part in the production 01
-Messiah" and have also pet’- May will perform fer the
annual
for servicemen at Fort Patron’s
Luncheon held on campus
Lynn Miguel and Jennifer Jones
ill be the featured group are accompanists. Lynn Pille
c..ncert series pre- the student director of the W.
Cigifornia. and in en’s Glee Club.

Wilt Jones Trio
Play Three Weeks
At Plateau Seven

7

MOUTH WATERING STEAKS
THE WAY YOU LIKE ’EM

$1.25
OUR

SPECIALITY

A delicious charcoal broiled, choice, Spencer steak at a
wonderful for students. The Spencer steak is served
law price
with a crisp green salad with dressing and your choice of either
Doled or french fried potatoes.
Also try our daily special, cooked by a famous European
:hef! Full course Lunch 95t, Dinner $1.30.

IT’S LIKE EATING HOME COOKED FOOD
at the

9antew old
Colony cteak liorme
serving students for years

The Wilt i fones Trio, a campus group, have been contracted
for a three-week engagement in
:he lounge of the new restaurant,
1
teau Seven.
Playing on the drums will be t h..
trao’s name sake, Wilton Jones. Ile
is a graduate student in the music
department and also plays for the
Santa Clara Symphony Orchestra,
Les Mclntoch, a senior music
major, will supply the bass and
Itooland Haynes. a freshman chem’,Iry major. plays the piano.
The restaurant, located on the
-es enth floor of the Swenson
Building, 777 N. First Stu is entered via an express outside glass
elevator. Parking facilities are underground.
The dining room serves meals
from 11 mm. to 11 p.m. The stock it sounge is open until 2 a.m.

ESQUIRE

I- ORAIaLY 11,11fA/R I,

FOURTH AND FINAL WEEK!
Moonlite
Automovie

ACADEMY
AWARDS
Best Actor of The Year
Best Screen Play of The Year
Best Achievement Art Direction

"TO KILL A MOCKINGBIRD"
Plus Co-Features at both Theatres

,111.1

I Ill

11.1101".

ruffled
:lie United

Nations
by proand a mean.s for
-minueate. The Gen:, available on short
’IA world problems.
it nets somewhat
whiels has been
is the Nremlin and
c." he commented.
.1 dismission be.imon and l’nited
in :he U.N. al .4,11 solution to the
Dr. Weed illus.
1111,10m:icy

I

N.

NOT

STRONG

DAVID IsicCLELLAN
baritone lead
heard un tic raol.,, from the play
:are "Maria" and "Tonight." Other
musical scores are not as romantic and tuneful as these but they
carry the feeling of the potential
animal ..114.1%-%
.-roith.

§etSHOO 614T1
TROPICAIRE
Ee )"a.f,teita
Twin -Vu

DRIVE-IN

north

screen

"THE LION"
DIAMONDHEAD"

MAMMON

"THE LION.

400 South First St

sowih Sc’.-,

Two Ingmar Bergmn
"DEVILS WANTON"
"NIGHT IS MY FUTURE"

-DIVORCE ITALIAN STYLE
"A GIRL NAMED TAMIKO"
0.1,=6..

‘f 7

TOWNE 306’
1433 The Alameda

IST U131 .F1 I

"DAVID AND LISA"

316 South First
-CRITIC’S CHOICE"

,AVIATOGA

Bob Hop.
Luc;Ile Bell

14502 IN Bashi Way

"SADDLE THE WIND"

-OPERATION SNATCH

Rober+ Tay/on
Jul.. London

"NEVER LET GO"

on,12c.

CY. 3-8405

STUDENTS ...
Clip this ad. It will admit two
with the purchase of one Gen.
Admission Ticket. Expires Apri
23rd,

KIM NOVAK
JAMES GARNER
TONY RANDALL

7CY
3 0
TOW N E06

Two Complete
Shows: 7 and 9:30

"Aavid and licia"
, 11111010%,

- -

NOW
PLAYING
A

\ I si

to Urts14

East father
A e;:,
FORD

JONES

of the eafetel in.
According to Professor Slims, he
will discuss why he feels the "U.N.
Is the necessary, if not sufficient,
Ingredient of world survival."
SKY Is meow:ohne an informato
tion booth today from 1410 a.m.
330 p.m. in front of the cafeteria
to provide backgiound material mil

FOX WEST COAST THEATRE

2 Academy Awards
Best Actress
ANNE BANCROFT
Best Supporting Actress
PATTY DUKE

"The Miracle Worker"

_ ALSO
"The
Manchurian
Candidate"

B

.1,11/11111011S made

sirti

part-time
cafeteria
STUDENT
em.
THREE
ployees, who last week launched A campaign
for higher wages. free meals and more job
benefits, will meet today Olt 1:30 p.m. with Wil
ljam Fels*, student affairs business manager,
and Cafeteria Manager Michael Dolan in

oak Needs
s also noticed that Positive
ge for the structure of
:ve tile
appeared to be
including one spot over
trance to the building west
sudittorium.
.e auditorium itself. some
.al conerete was found to,
ow -strength and the team
ended that non-conforming
of these walls be strengt h replaced
:COMMENDATIONS
recommendations for the
urn include placing of moieties P,r resisting lateral
between the balcony and
I concrete walls and sec .r, along with strengthening
walls by adding a thickness
.e.
aur inspectons also reported
und electrical deficiencies
-eel hazardous to personnel
I meeting safety require-

Felse’s office. Above, (I. to r.), Rafael Reyes,
William Boyd and Robert Milos prepare to enter the President’s office to make an appoint.
men+ to discuss the matter with Acting P1.0%,

dent William J. Ousel

Recommendations here inclwlial
replacing of the futon switehbourd,
building of a proper pipe batten
with catwalk fur servrang spotlight fixtures in the auditorium
now monsidered impropociling
erly supported and extremely hazardous to IVI811111 or redirect; and
providing of emergency lighting for
the Auditorium and adjacent hall Wass and stairways.
REPAIR COSTS
In genei al the fluorescent lighting fixtures throughout the classrooms and offices in Tower Hall
vvem found to provide lighting levels below standaial
Correcting these and a number
of other faults is what state engineers would doi if turned loose in
Tower Hall with three-quarters of
a million dollars
If they shouldn’t get the money,
the alternative appears to be replacing Tower Hall at a cost

lates Unopposed
ASB Positions
on their respective rsent will faee next year." states
Dan Itahlen, business management
major.
PRESIDENT
rot jo r George
Mathematics
Larson, 21 -year-old philmajor, endorsed by ASH Drake hopes -to make SJS a (naill Hauck. and Bruce Wise- tural center." He wants to do this
.nior histozy major, fight it . by expanding the visiting scholar
program and by working on a
the office of president.
that
he "cultural festival."
emphasizes
on
io continue to work for a
I hope to perpetuate scholarliege Unirm and that he is ships. cultural pisograms and work
g a "cultural festival" that , on the College Union in order to
Aram: attention to 5.15.
make our college a better insti’ected. Larson expects to, tution of higher learning." says
es.e steps toward a College, Cliff Guterman. sophomore poa student elect ion to deter- : litical science major.
students want the Union.
"Students have no place to air
n.sultation with architects ’their grievances on a pprov erl
Board of Trustees.
hoasing." state: Charlene Hiatt.
most important thing is The psychology major svants to
:fencing of the meaning of a :work with the administration and
foam SJS." states Bruce :householders for is solution.
in. He lists four means by
Social science major Don Mc:his enhancing could he at- Innis emphasizes that "there has
hot: upgrading the prestige in be a serious responsible apmaking &Ili a recognized proach to government." He is also
{tower, improving campus la proponent of continuous planned
ruts" relations and stimulat- action over the years."
dm, spirit
D011 Phelps wants to stimulate
II ItrPlIF ,ENTATIVr.;
, intereSt 111 student government.
We need more qualified students."
:
poNi- the public ;ociministrat kin major
cots.
representative
Frrd Best, Dan Dahlen, s.-oid
Drake. Cliff Gutterrnan.
"My platform is based on allowin
le Hiatt, Don McInnis, Don ing Students to have more voice
government" states
Martin Stenrud and Mark
public administration major MarFred Best, social scienn. tin Stenrud. Ile is also interested
"I hope I can help insti- in it newsletter for the sophomore
more effective student Nom- ’class,
Versel. business manageogram. Such action is neefor a truly representative ment major, says: -I’m trying to
gmetnment. I am also ser- , promote
bet,er comminiCations
smeerned %ith the improve -1 between student government and
f the academie reputation oil. tho student body
3rrunent

ns:

.II*NIOR REPRESENTATIVE
been active in government.
Six juniors %sill be on the bal.
perspeclieve I have good
Ilots for the four available junior
r problems student govern- I representat ive Student Council
Carol Eckert. Jules Losses ’Hot. Sharon Moy, Min Nicolaisen.
Jack Perkins and Ginny Vessel
Sociology major Carol Eckert
-, renews the voter’s part 111 the
’’If voters examined the
.alifications and background in:
,. candidates and suite respsn.
silly. WP would get representation
that will lead to a more effective
student government "
Tose Stat.. Spartans, spear- ,
Jules Loventhal. marketing ma by
an angry group of Son states- -Student government
;ind 1)1=8 students. sire’ at SJS needs improvement and
!lite isetitirms to he pre- always changing to meet different
to the San Jost. City Coun- needs. To meet these needs and
lght to protest the revile to curtail any student government
iy the city In installing one setback. student apathy insist N.
Nhour {harking sips., :irmind changed. Only three mit if the
; campus.
nine offices are contested. Is this
simtnlitice for Fair Parking
tn C’s imple rut goaxl student par1.,aded loy Charles W I)ress-. senior ticipation’!"
.11171/1 major, is presently the most
Sociology major Slit ruin Mos. de ....eat group on campus
glares: ’’It m.. apparent that there
farms, led a group of students to is a lack of interest in student
snentown San Jose Friday after - Liovernment here at 5.15. By Set
:loon %kith petition, and got over ling an example I. acting as a
tio signatures from San .lose resi- representative. hope this goal can
ul,-nts. Up until Friday afternoons he attained
the entrinsittee has been able to
want to it,. something
if
get (IVIsl’ SOP signattites front fac- elected." emphasizes Min Nicolai,
ulty, students and off-caMpus per- en The elementary education ma.
sonnel.
jor is especially interesterl in ap"I have a ticket for the parking I proved housing and registratmon
garage," said tirew. "but I resent !
"I’m attempting to disprove the
the implication created by the
gar. statement that student eovernItress said he felt the col- anent is ’mtckey mouse.’
Jack
Icge expected an onserfiow, get Perkins.
history major states.
none, mind is creating one for
"Bettering the final exam polithe
,,irking mirage.
cies." is the chief aim of Ginny
Drew, aware of the reasons gi.
Vessel The element;ory miticat ion
en by the city (high turnover of major is
working on a -free pr.
...rodents’ nrisraoted the’ rre411,41
nod- at the (1111 of earls final
speetal one how- loading ?ones
retrine thii. time, students maild
!Mit wnuld he used by these she,.1 talk with
their instructors. she
time visitors.
said.

’dents Air

WON.

BOYS’ AgGHT OuT
’>

Chiob-In

"Courtship Of Eddie’s Father -

support an rampus.
The Student Peace Union is
sponsoring several activities to educate students on U.N. principles
and to show their approval of the
April 24-’:7 meeting.
Laurenee Him, assistant professor of political science, will
speak on "The U.S. and the United
Nations A Discourse on Mutual
Need" at 3:34’1 p.m in rooms A and

the U.N.
on the Nitwit Z9
Tonight at R:30 in Allen Hall
Students
.o.rticle. Dr Weed
will debate %kith
: 111.of the 1.N. e: not Against Communism, yomg ne.
Ile said that all five publicans. and the ftensl ocra tie
ot the Security Council Club on the U.N.
1 ha

V7C: St 11(lark;1=711P
8
came
to SJS ms a freshman he was
a Physical Education major and
through Men’s Glee Club "branched
out."
He now participates in the
Opera Workshop on campus and os
stialying voice under Dr. Gus
ease, associate professor of music. His hopes for the future art.
for the stage. "most, light, opera,
he commented.
Also appearing in the musical
:await a forbidden match in New
York’s Westside are Carole War.
’’ii, Ray Chew, Yvonne Gallegose.
Allen Shows. Ron Kasdan and
nna Dare.
They will portray menibers ol
the Shark and Jet gang. with Ku’ don as Sergeant Krumpke and
Miss Dare as Glad Hand.
An unusual feature of this Dias
a ill he the use of "double casting
for the two major vocal roles,
Tony and Maria. Because of this,
McClelland will appear tomorrow
evening. Friday, May 3. and Saturday. May 11. Adrienne Barbeau
still Is’ his opposite teal

2111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111!

195 South First Street

AND

The musical, eurninr trxin
Seven SJS students will be {sirleipating in the "West Side Story" Broadway withii, the Nom decade,
production by the San Jose Light will be in the Montgomery Theopera Assrsaiition torught when it atre of the San Jose Civic AudiIW11S
torium. Tickets are on sake at the
Dasid Mc(’!Oland, senior drama Wendell Watkins Box Office 88
St or ar the theater
romantieportrlyTvry, the frtii"’ancil..rst
I
Music sseR known and often
interested in music two years ago
a hen he decided that drama and
music
and

rking Limit
)jections

GtePAST AN TEMPO
kPril 19 146’
MAI’ 18 HOLES OF GOLF IN 21/2 HRS.
ON NORTHERN C11-IFORNIA’S ONLY
Al.!.
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The Spartan Daily Peacock
Treasure Hunt Starts
FridaN, April 19;

,.r
2P

Si
to
w.
le
ni
Spartan Daily
Peacock

S25
Copies of the Peacock color supplement .ith Peacock
feathers attached are hidden in a number of San Jose
’gores.
See the clues in the Spartan Daily
Classified Section beginning Friday.
Persons dissociated with the Spartan Daily or particiostieg are ineligible.
Decision of th Spartan Daily is final
1.. \...14eis.11.111\04\,./b,.,avid,,-.

,
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FOR SALE
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.

Summer Session
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’s

Atmosphere . . .

_
Ricardo’s

ALMA GOLF COURSE

Frets, sororities

ALcore 3-0276.
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Student
Bowling

Art Prof Shows
Silverwork,Jewelry
At Villa Montalvo
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Old World Charm in Dining

that lb
Franeec I
music, I,
nangemen1
p to Ettroi

Great Jazz . . .

MERCHANDISE 1161
HANDY

Farce U nderpants
Opens at Workshop

Delicious Pizza ...

ItaSTRUCTION t14/

-.5

SPAGHETTI

Authentic Bavarian Food
Music Every Night

Spartan Daily Classifieds
BUY ’EM!
Wish to share ownership
boa,/ mr5*-- boo :253-2224 eer 6.

Golf Course and Driving Range

LYN’S BAR-B-Q
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dey is at

The San Jose State Folk Mu.,
soeiety will pnasent Steve Talbott
mid Bill Bohn Berkeley folksineers, in a blues concert tonight in
Ed100. The eoneert will start at
8 p.m., with admission set at $1.
Weekday studeat green fees
1 Talbott and Bohn are two of
the most tateoted young urban
’i maw,. :rpm lasic 1:essier I mile Fuel on atelK,-e Reed Overpoee
:folksbigers in the bay area. Both
21.12 NieKee Road
CL 1-1143
have been playing for about fun
Leswona By PGA Professional
’ years. during which time they
Tea Smith
’mattered many complicated tech’ niques originated by such Negro
blues guitarists as Furry LeWIS.
I< C. Douglass, Lightnin Hopkin.,
awl Big Bill Broonzy.
Their blues is characterized by
high degree of expressiveness
All You Can Eat!
and personal communication. and
iIn, vocal and instrumental rewith garlic bread and salad
sources have been shaped by an
TEiVr, EE To0AinL aB ObJeTs,c013necrkeert spleyofonlskasirnegaebr,y will appear tonight
effort to intensify this personal. aSt8
the San Jose State
quality.
Folk Music Society. The concert admission has been set at
The guitar, as well as the vole.
Si
is used to develop this intense es Sarrad .34, Salad,
Vegetable and
pressivenees, and the accompaniRaked Potato
, ments often develop extended
melodic patterns or complex
W,.kdays 6 a.rn ro .3 On,.
Sat 7 a.rn to 7 p re.
rhythmic Variations.
San Spore to (p .o
The Negro blues guitarists developed the accompaniment style, Carl Sternhenn’s German farce
to a high point of virtuosity, and ! of the Wilhelm Period, -The Un311 N it (Off Ju’ion
CY 7-9151
the greatest singers used it to ’ (fey-pants." is at the Encore Theestablish an effect of counterpoint ater in Sae Francisco
with vocal rhythm. One less IreThe play concerns the impact of l
quently heard technique, which prey housewife’s misadventures
If 9
kJ V
of
Talhett hansgtaireloesptecI
with her bloomeis while she!
melodic
played
ied
s theonusethee ’watches a parade for the Kaiser l
bottleneck
treble strings using a
I on a Berlin street corner.
on the little finger.
According to Lee Breuer, direeBeata, ul 11,4 Grua
-Imericd s
Talbott also plaes the harmonica tor of the production, its style is
,r to that of Sonny not only reminiscent of Charlie
’vet in
Tyr,
Chaplin, but also has an affinity to
the absurdist theater of Harold
Pinter and Eugene Ionesco.
SUNDAY
xy,_-vezwds
"The Underpants" is scheduled
thriuqh
1747.---’;"m"’N
for a limited run on Thursdays
Don
Merley
NURSDAY
’
,iwough Sundays. Written in 1910..
Ilufbrau Band
Inc play is considered as one of
WIda
the forerunners of contemporary
Baughn
Fri. & Sat. Nites ’et
expressionistic comedy.
Ind Her Piano
3 lines $1.. anytime
Dr, Robert R. Coleman of San
35c a line eter 6 pm,
Jose and Mrs. Helen Abernathy e’
C? adet. Ci ty ilofiryr
Open 24 Hrs.
Palm Springs and La Jolla wm
;’so. Niarket
CY
7-2002
exhibit jewelry, silversmithing and
7 Days A Week
San Jose City College will hold
n /1 e(61,041,/ taili,C06iWi ’Age/4104i. ly404,41,1 oil paintings at the May art galsummer session from July 1 to
lery show at Villa Montalvo, cul-; August 12. aeom ding to Morris
TRY our
turd center, near Saratoga.
1Goldner, sloe president of the eel STEAK
S1,35
The galleries ale open daily, lege.
from 1:30 to 4:30 p.m.
Courses will be offered in at’
Dr. Coleman, associate profes-lbusiness,
Meet ronim.
Jo
sor of art, is widely known for his herilth
Plus
versatile designs in jewelry and psychology ietenee, and
,
.,ther silversmith creations which enee.
will be displayed in the West CalAll regisi I.:Ilion will be cendum
175 W
C’dre
Plus
, len’.
ed on June 2tt
Mrs Abernathy will exhibit
some 30 oiLs, predominately conEquals
ventional. with some abstracts
showing mostly desert scopes of
THE PLACE TO SO
the Southwest.
Winner of numerous awards it,
exhibitions from New York to CalHorne Delivery ’tit 10 ram
ifornia, Dr. Coleman has hel,i
9r-ezreWot
and Food To Go
many one-man shows, and exhibitDINNERS
Open -1 11.111. Daily
ed at De Young Museum, Palace
of the Legion of Honor in San
218 Willow
CY 4-4009
Francisco; Sacramento Crocker
Art Gallery, San Jose Art Center.
Columbia University, and variomz
college and other art galleries
rent.il
:iel’OSS the nation.
I
After graduating from Junior
eollege in his home town of Secsari fose’s newest, most modern
ramento, Dr. Coleman went on to
9 hole golf course
California College of Arts ant
Crafts in Oakland. and later oh.
Only Lighted Golf
mined hit arts matter degree ht
Course in Northern
College, and doctor of educeliii
degree at Columbia last year.
California
In 1950 he wan one of 12 art
Students and faculty
GOLF
REGULAR HOURS
teachers selected in the United’
Monday Him Friday
states to study under Tteginald
8-10:30 p.m. Sun., Tues., Wed. Thurs.
En
c
Ilill of yl:ention at tie. School ot
8-11:00 p.m. H and Sat.
11
114.41L.
TU RE GOLF
With A.S.8. Card
American Craftsmen. it, Roches 1:30.4 p.m. Sat. Sue., Holiclovs
* 9 -boo go cou-s.a
* miniature gott
* puttinl qraens
* snack bar
Montalvo’s ninth annual Summer Music, Festival. featuring the
kr/kr/on
ALMA GOLF COURSE
ehamber music of the Alma Trio
iparra- Foundati,.
445 W Alma It, San Jose
:::4;117ridNae;. ,Vin., e1 in:nave, njutlliyei2Eesti.., I
1066 .5/111,
itt PIZ!

CHARCOAL BROILED
STEAKS
$1.29

Find the Peacock and Win

\-tcri v141014.4

STEVE TALBOTT AND GUITAR

CI Rancho elide

Cl

sr,

--

Blues Night
Set Tonight
By Folk Club

4

or,

k feathers

TO PLACE AN AD:
Cell at Spartan Deily Ad Office
.1207, I:30-4:00, or
Send in Handy Order Blank
with Check or Money Order.
No Phone Orders

AC^

BUY DAILY CLASSIFIEDS!
To buy, rent, or sell a cymbidium. a Didus inephus, a
frangipanni, or any other sensible thing, just fill out this
handy order form, clip it, and send it with a check or
cash to the Spartan Daily Advertising Office, J207, San
Jose State College, San Jose 14, California. Ads must
be in by 2:30 P.M. two days prior to publication.
1
Check a Classifica,,oeInstruction
Business Services
- Announcements
Merchandise
He
Automotive
Print your ad here.

504

FOR FUN
FOR H EACH I

75:

getre
oz. New
4 oz. Top Si
’bs
hicken
obster
Rc
1
1

950

f---oRralAt
CAMPUS
MANAGER
Every day is a Special Day at Tico’s
(Special Combination Day, that is.)

RESPONSIBLE YOUNG
MAN WITH SALES
EXPERIENCE TO HELP
13 lotors end
Daily Rees:
Two lines, two time minimum
SI.00
2 lines
51.25
3 lines
51.50
4 lines
5 lines & more.20c per lin
Starting Det
Enclosed

Fmch
Cpars
Weekly Rates 5700
2 lines
3 lines
52.50
4 lines 5)00
lines & more-1154 per line

Try this stomach pleasing combination:

TRAIN AND MANAGE
COLLEGE SALES PEOPLE

TOSTADA, ENCHILADA,
RICE or BEANS, SALAD

Plenty of leads. No Investment. We train you. Excel-

14 in Ad For 2/1/4/S Goys (Corrlo Oro’)

89‘

lent Summer opportunity.

to -

Nee.,
44rat.t
re+ -4.
call CY 44414. Turh
For dl
2081, from 120 to 410, Monday through Friday.

Send resume to Vita Craft
Pacific Sales. 3445 Grand!
Ave. Onklinnel No 101, Cr’
ptonne H H \a/melte-01er nt
444-441S

It’s especially special at this low price.

Phone Orders CY 7-8421

4th and St. James

Ho:

velfth Summer of Leading Tours

rip to Europe
MSS R.113111.
travel bug bit
took her
she
when
1949
her re.
tp tu Europe. Upon
in
home
her
at
stopped
se
where a travel agent
soggested she lead a tour
was crazy
She thought he
ansthing SO tialiculota.
in Jew agent suggested the
and ,he has been lead5111,,, every siunnser
tn

Pen’
proa effort io combine her
interrt with her globehobby Miss, Robinson has
11 out tour plans with Mu
international tnusic
, and Temple University.

fun and frolic. The well -organized
tour leader does mostly that
organize, She usually plans every
miletat the journey. Her local
agent makes arrangements at each
stopover, hires the guides, and
makes the hotel reservations. She
contacts agents, both at home and

Our
Seeret
Dmbination
pr years, Bohannon’s has
the choice for fine dinpkasurc. Some liked Bo pots for one reason,
I for another, but now
secret is out. Yes, that
get combination that
ss Bohannon’s stand
se the rest. Bohannon’s
es you seven days a
li, from II a.m. until 2
,You are served delicious
he in a relaxing atmosie. and at very reasonrates. Ah, but one thing
Aw. all this plus that one
id ingredient, desire
desire to please you.

She plunked herself before the
ticket counter in the Festival Hall
box office two hours before the
performance was to start and
waited. Like a hungry puppy waiting for her mistress to toss her a,
tasty morsel, Miss Robinson patiently waited. Finally the ticket
agent could stand her pleading
look no longer and slipped her the
last available ticketfour short
minutes before showtime. So Miss
Robinson did get to hear the festival, although she saw very little
of it as her cherished seat was
!just on the side of the orchestra
pit. But experiences like that just
make tour leading more worthwhile, she insists.

PROFESSOR ROBINSON
... tour leader
abroad, to see that each tiny detail has been taken care of. She
acts as a liaison between the foreign agents and her party. She is.
it sort of public relations officer
for her group and for each country being visited.

to

hope you’ll stop in
and allow us to please
at

A tour leader is also a mother,
a sister, a pal, even a scapegoat.
declares Miss Robinson. She’s forever chasing misplaced bags, nursing the sick, humoring the unhappy. arid hearing the bruit of

First t.

(Int of this World Food
at Down to Earth Prices
Whether it’s a meal or
a snack try . . .

Three of her tours have beer
the complaints. But for her,
sponsored by Mu Phi Epsilun, and these are minor discomforts and
two of them by Temple. The are all in the line of duty.
others art. sponsored by bale
The "sheer tragedies" that occur
Johnson Travel Agency of San on
every tour make tour leading
Jose.
all the more exciting. One such
Ltive for mutate and the urge to tragedy. which Miss Robinson retravel have taken Miss Robinson calls with particular fondness.
to just about every place in the happened in 1954 when her group
world except the stretch between was in Germany. There were 15
Singapore and Cairo That over- people planning to attend the
sight, however, will be remedied in Bayreuth Festival. She had been,
1964, when she plans to tour the I able to get only 12 tickets. Franworld.
tically she searched for three
more, and came up with two in,
TOUR DUTIES
What does a tour leader do? Frankfurt. Everybody was taken
According to Miss Robinson, a rare of-- everybody, that is, except .1
tour Wader doesn’t simply round Miss Robinson. Her pursuit of thei
Up a group and take off tee places one last ticket was a study in
unknown for X number of days of extraordinary patience.

.11 Iii MILIA
StateCollege’s
Jose
again -tourpaler ia at it
When she’s not
/. that is
Robinson, pram,.
g. Eranees
buslly making
is
moat.
rrangements for her elev.

101

f4PARTAN TE1PO-11

Friday, April 19 1961

1963 fil’111:1)11,E
When asked what Wilti on this
year’s agenda her eyes lit up and.
with a horrified’ "I forgot my
brochures!" she plunged into the
schedule for 1963’s tour of Europe
Lucky members will attend mans
of the great European festivals
including: the Glyndebourne Festisal in England, l’Opera Comique
in Paris, the Lucerne Festival in
Switzerland, the Holland Festival,
performances in the Roman arena
in Verona, the Festival of Two
Worlds in Spoleto, and the Mozart
Festival in Salzburg. There will be
extra treats, too: the sight of the
moon rising over the ruins of the
world’s largest outdoor stage in
Rome, an opera at the Baths of
Caracalla, more opera at Bayreuth, Germany, and a chance to
hear one of opera’s greats, Irene
baths
Love music? Love travel? Climb
.ihrrird! The tour leaves on inn(’
25 and promises 45 days of enchantment abroad. Whether you’re
19 or 90, the only prerequisites.
according to Miss Robin.son, are
the ability to keep up with the
,Toup and the love to travel.

S. J. STATE’S
HOTTEST NEW

Howard’s
Crystal Creamery
7th & Santa

Archie’s
7 Day Special!

06.

/O.

SPOT...

JODY KINCAID
CHERI WALKER
ALAN RISOON

TOP SIRLOIN
STEAK DINNER

$1.49

NEW YORK CUT
STEAK DINNER

$1.75

Sone Week end morning
meal problems with our
Saturday and Sunday
SPECIAL BREAKFAST

arc 14
Steak 1101%e
Free Parking
545 So. 2nd St.

Let George Do It!

1

Pete Zit has passed the buck! It

of the
work. George is a stainless steel
oven. Not only does he have a
tiled -tummy. he has the "hottest
personality in town also! So stop
by now and %%inch George in action. inst remember: Pete make toils lias George doing most

’em -George hake- "rm.

Don’t forget, we lime ragtime piano and banjo
II usic on Friday and Saturilay nights.
t-s

;?<
International Repataurant
Tropicana Shopping Center
King and Story Roads

TEMPO STAFF
Fine Arts Editor
Reporters

Restaurant
Clara, San Joss

Fountain

et

1.1

,in

W4e, C’14r, ler

for
DINING

gette:6
,-orly

and

RESTAURANT

DANCING

AND DRIVE-IN

.teak /Mae

Complete

Dinners

Bar -B-9

’ti New York Cut Steak
. $2.75
401. Top Sirloin
$1 95
lbs
$1.95
hicken
$1.85
bster
$3.50
.
Bread, Baked Potato and Green Soled with Choice of
Rceieefor+
end
Vlneoar
Oil
Thousand Island
aee .15
M,Ik 15

950 South First Street

Incites you to come in for hreakfost this weekend.
Ham. Baron or Sausage and two eggs

ativ style

Potatoes, Toast. Butter and Jelly reg. 81.1ii

for SJS students only

99e

For the finest food at inexpensive prices come to the SKYLARK.
Restaurant open 24 hours
Drive -In open ’NI 3 a.m.

521 W. Santa Clara St.

i"

DEFECTIVE
./I .11:1 h14111l1

Ilt

I

ho rudest Natrona,"
(’xplained.
’ the United Nations
k diplomacy by Woo, anti ti means for
!itnitmeate. The Gen,- available on short
i .t world problems.
It acts somewhat
’,Vire’ which has been
ii the liremlin and
" he rommented.
dismission lie’.i.Ian and I!nited
!’t’s
. oes in the U.N. altl
,,eful solution to the
Ittecisade," In. Weed Mug’et

tiOninL.;

;1

I

\

.,*()T
’

STICONCI

tItfli5 made
in the NIrtich 29
’
W’mrt
’Hlied that tho UN. as not
Ile said that all five
of the Security Council
hi’

r

support on campus
The Student Peace Union us
sponsmine several activities to Niue:rite students on U.N. prineipks
and to shunt. their approval of the
April 24-27 meeting.
Laurette(’ Birns, assistant professor of political SCI4‘rtee. still
speak on -The lt.S, and the United
Nations A Discourse on Mutual
Need" at 3:30 p.m. in rooms A and
B of the cafeteria.
According to Professor Birns, he
will discuss why he feels the
is the necessary, if not sufficient.
ingredient of world survival."
SPE* is sponsoring an information booth today from R:30 a.m. to
3:30 tens. in front of the cafeteria
to provide background matetial on
the U.N.
Tonight at 5:30 in Allen Hall
SP1! will debate with Student.’
Against Communism. Yreing Re.
its. and the Demi et% t
pu
iClub on the 11.N.

THREE STUDENT pert -time cafeteria emoes’, who Iasi week launched a campaign
Eir
sr higher wages, free meals and more job
benefits, will meet today at 1:30 p.m. with WI.
ham Fella, student affairs business manager,
and Cafeteria Manager Michael Dolan in

Felt’s office. Above, (I. to r.), Rafael Reyes,
William Boyd and Robert Milos prepare to en.
ter the President’s office tru make an appoint.
merit to discuss the matter with Aefini Prati.
dent William J. Dine!

oair Needs
s ;us, notietel that isesitive
ge for the structure of
nee tile roofs appeared tee be
including one fipOt over
trance to the building west
’auditorium.
auditorium itself, some
-al concrete was found to
ow -strength and the team
ended that non -conforming
; of these walls be strengthreplat eel
II) t4
:COM
: recommendations for the
um include placing of adeties for resisting lateral
between the haleony and
t concrete walls and seed-, along with strengthening
walls by adding a thickness
:e.
our inspectors also reported
!und electrical deficiencies
-ed hazardous to personnel
t meeting safety require-

Reconimeridations here included
replacine of the main switehboard:
building of a proper pipe taut ten
with cat walk for servieing spotlight fixtures in the auditorium
now considered impropceiling
erly supported and extremely hazardreus to relamp or redirect: and
providing of emergency lighting for
the Auditorium and adjacent hallways anti stairways.
REPAIR COSITS
In general the fluorescent lighting fixtures throughout the classrooms and offiees in Tower Ball
were found to provide lighting levels belovr standard.
Correcting these and a number
of other faults us what state engineers would dee if turned loose in
Tower Hall with three-quarters of
a million deellat,.
If they shouldn’t get the money,
the alternative appears to be replacing Tower Hall at a cost
$2 million.

lates Unopposed
)4 ASB Positions
In-anent .11 Ilw,t
r:ent will face next year." states
Dan Dahlen, business management
hs:
major.
PRESIDENT
Larson, 21 -year -old phi! Mat hematics major George
major. endorsed by ASH Drake hopes -to make S.IS a culill Hauck. anti Bruce Wise- tural center" He V. ants to do this
.nior history major, fight it , by expanding the visiting scholar
the office of president.
!program and by working on a
en ernfehasizes that he -cultural festival."
In continue to work for a
hope to perpetuate scholarliege’ Union and that he is ships. cultural pneg-rams and work
g a "cultural festival- that on the College Union in order to
draw attention to S.TS.
make our college a better insti’.eet ed. Larson expects to .tution of higher learning," says
’Cs,’ steps toward a College :Cliff Ginterman, sophomore poa student election to deter- litical science major.
students want the Union. ’ "Students have no place to air
msultation with architects their grievances on approved
e Board of Trustees.
,tate: Charlene Hiatt.
housing
most important thing is The psychology major wants to
lancing of the meaning of a in
with the administration and
from SJS," states Bruce householders for a solilt ion.
in. He lists four means by
Social science major Don Mc:his enhancing could be ac- Innis emphasizes that -there has
hed: upgrading the prestige to be a serious, responsible ap. making SJSa recognized proach to government." Ile is also
swayer, improving campus a proponent of "continuous planned
ruty relations and stimulat- action over the years. dent
Don Phelps wants to stimulate
H REPREsENTATIVES
!interest in student government.
holoefuls vie for the join- We need more qualified students,"
t-ire representative post- I he public admoust rat ion m %tor
Frod /k.st. Dan Dahlen, said.
Drake, Cliff Gutterrnan.
"My platform is based on alto’sle Hiatt. Pratt McInnis. Don = students ’to have more ;.i,ce
Martin Stenruil and Mark in St orient government.’’ sta tes
public administration major MarFred Best. social science tin Stenrud. He is also interesed
1 hope I can help Iron - in a newsletter for the sophomore
more effective student opin- !class.
ogram. Such action is nec- : Mark Verse’. business managefor a truly representative ment major. says: "I’m tryang In
government. I am also ser- promote better communications
ronverned with the improve- between student g.a-ernment and
! the academic reputation of the student body "
JUNIOR RI:PRESENTATIVE
been ;olive in government,
Six juniors will be on the balbeta- I hat’ good pet-spec- lots for the four available junior
:’ Koh .
KOVern representative S t ride nt Council
_
chairs: Carol Eckert. Jules Linen.
’
Sharon Moy. Miri Nictelaisen.
!
Perkins and Canny Vessel
--:ociology major Carol Eckert
sresses the voter’s part in the
election- "If voters examined the
qualifications and background of
the candidates and sole responsibly, we would get represent a Iron
that will Icied to a more effective.
strident government "
Tose Stets’ Spartans, spear.
Jules Lovent hal, marketing maby an angry group of jor. states "Strident government
and Enama students, are at SJS needs improvement and Is
ring petitions to he pre- always rharp:Irv..: In meet different
to the San Jose City Cnun- needs Ti meet these needs and
ight to protest the mount
etirtall any student government
7 the city in installing one setback. student apathy must he
ahour parking SOM., ilr"Und changed. Only three out of the
;I campus.
nine offices are contested. Is this
is s ommittee for For Parking. an es:emote of i.asid strident par headeel by Charles W Drew. senicr I Itlf.;111,,I1?*
’drama major, is presently the most
SOC1OlOgy major Sharon Moy devocal group on campus
clares ’It is alas! .-."Isat there
Drew led a group of students tee is a lack of int,
student
!downtown San .lase Friday after- government herc at
By setnoon sit ruN petit urns and got over ting an example 1. a!-Ing as ;4
signatures from San Jose resi- represent a tie, hope this guru can
: os. Up until Friday afternoon be attained ’
commo tee has been aisle to
1 want to do something. It
.
nver
sign:trines from far- eleeterl,- emphasizes Min Nicolais! Wry. students and off -campus per- en The elementary
education masonnel.
jor is especially interested in .ip.
"I have a ticket for the parking !provral housing and registration
" said Drew, "Nit I resent
"I’m attempting to disprove the
.on created lay the cur- statement that student govern.
..," said he felt the col- ment us ’rnickey moistJack
, sisseted an overflow. got Perkins. hhtory
major states
arid is creating one for the
-Bettering the final exam polising garage.
cies "
the. chief aim of Ginnv
1,reW, Fitt’art of the reason., giN. V. ,,e1
Thu. elementary erliasalion
e!.., Iry the city thigh torrirever
"It’s’ is workinz on a
-.’.p’.’sih’
e.tierle.ntst adsocateel ille
.I
ut the end of eat+ fin4.1
of sptstial one hour loading e,or,
th, lime. students condi
. that would br used by these ste
a I. ns .11i they instructors. she
1time
SAL!

’dents Air
rking Limit
)lections

11--SPALETAN TEMPO
Friday, April 19,
-

of
Festivals
VanetY
Star
’Johnson To
Select Monterey Are,
In Summer Stock

KPFA ’,neaten FM radio M4-

51010 in Berkeley refused heense
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Friday. April 19, 196:

l’’t 1,1’.1111311‘5,.45’,11,.11,,’1,..11,5.
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renewal to the FCC, celebrates
its Ittls anniversary this mom,.
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The Spartan Daily Peacock
Treasure Hunt Starts
Friday, April 19!

Van Johnson will march into
Berkeley as The Music Man" In
Ben liapen’s Mekidyland production of the musical comedy June
18 through 2:1

ENJOY THIS
WEEKEND

!

WITH DANCIINC
FRIDAY AND
SATURDAY NITES

’PEACOCK

LAU%
TROPIC If
TWIST

Van. following the trend of .
other big Hollywood stank had remained abroad for some time to
concentrate on movie-making in
Europe. His initial European starEnemy
ring role came in
General." a Clover PrlAuetion
made in France and Italy and released by Columbia Pictures
Born in Newport, Rhode Island,
on April 25, 1916, he is the son of
a plumbing contractor who hoped
his son would follow in that bustVAN JOHNSON
seas. Early in life. however. Van,
. . ’Music Man’
had set his heart on becoming an
week IF :it 8:30 p.m
performances
, actor. As a boy he saw all the
will be presented every
films and stage plays he possibly Matinees
Saturday and Sunday at 2:30 p.m.’
could in his home town.
Mail orders are now being acUpon graduation f rom high
perfornumees
school, where he was star football cepted for individual
box office
player, Van worked for a year in at the established
Evenings, $1.25 and $2.95:
his father’s businesw. He then left prices:
and $2.00. All
for New York, where several and matinees. $1.110
addressed to:
months later he landed a lob its orders should be
Melodyland, lkix 1288, Berkeley 1.
calif

SPECIAL
SUNDAY
JAM
SESSIONS

Spartan Daily
Peacock

Find ’the Peacoek and Win

$25
Copies of the Peacock color supplement with Peacock
feathers attached are hidden in a number of San Jose
stores.

AT
titaPia

,

723 N. 13th S.
CY 5-9872

5.

ilirfiCor Iv/ liVi.ltirt.1Vbeiqlse’i eV/

Il i’. I

Spartan Daily Classifieds
BUY ’EM!
;Senior to train -

ANNOUNCEMENTS (I)
Wish to share ownership S
bes
board
253-2224 a"e, 5 :

1.
cf
creaser: - r,

39c

3 men. $40 Co. 508

Unfurls. house
-nd Sr

Form. rooms. V. .
."1 1’ 1 -

.
s

39(

,

;icy Hot Dogs

& S’5 CY

13c

INSTRUCTION 1141
Will tutor

AUTOMOTIVE (4)

.

,

’56 Yolks. Perf. cord. 77-0
296-2118.

16ng Size Hamburger
Meal In

)rad. shglent
Wilk:. Glen. C

r.,:

Girls app. apt., clean mod. Last 2 m
-7-7. 23’.2155
tr. p

,-

atcrs

,,17-7

Bus
2;3-222

Erory

51,

HANDY

POCKET

PRINTER.

Insan.

1214CLZ =Mt
rai7.

’60 Vespe

nday

MERCHANDISE (14)
t

’S7 Lambretta, 115
CT 7-3155. Tony.

Delicious Fish-wich
w,P- spicy torfa

mo-nle-nent care

HOUSING (1121
.-as

-

Male student.
,-ans apt.
’2:m7

c:in-os 4., rnrr....77577.),
campus:.

Acrosi From the Librarv
on 4th and San Fernando

.

- .

s-’

’The SJSC local era -’"0,"’,

HOLIDAY FAST SERV

1lir5,
1060 Austin -Hotly

4 .1

r

-

_

;Vestal VE ALREADY
MADE HOME PLA

her

P71.1

6yAliez evoac.two#

NCI.’ I’M RUNNING
EOR UNCLE JOHN’S
PANCAKE HOUSE!

oe
53 Ford 7

7

Electric 1/4 kri motor

BUSINESS SERVICES IS)
Auto Inset/ince for stip:Pints Phone 24n
2420, Chet Bailey Ins, 185 50. Monr e
Street.
Expert typist, theses term papers, rneusc, pn &so edir;no. 293.3095
Will do typing in
I 3 I.

2n,4

-

ATT
.

Frets
_

4 :

EMPLOYMENT (10)

sororities

Hillbroo9

Day Camp

-

BUY DAILY CLASSIFIEDS!
To buy, rent, or sell a cymbidium. a Didus ineptus, a
frangipanni, or any other sensible thing, just fill out this
handy order form, clip it, and send if with a check or
cash to the Spartan Daily Advertising Office. J207, San
Jose State College, San Jose 14, California. Ads must
be in by 2:30 P.M. two days prior to publication.
Check a Classifica,io,
Business Services
"
Announcements
Housing
Automotive
Print your ad hero:

Choice of entree includes Soup

Steak
Broiled Ham Steak
Breaded Scallops
F-ench Fried Prawns
Sauteed Sweetbreads

Michael Keith
at the piano
Nightly

Se-ving from 5:00 to 10:01

CV 7-7696

San Francisco State College’s
third annual Contemporary Arts
Festival celebrating jazz, poetry,
the fine arts, dance and drama_
will be presented April 26, 27 and
28 at its campus near Lake
Merced.
St talent dr a win gs, sculpture.
photography, and ceramics, will
launch the event Friday in the
Gallery Lounge. The exhibit will
he open from 10:00 a.m, all throe
days.
A student poetry recital with
collegiate participant-. from SI ,, s 1 -Cord. University of California 1
iversity of San Francisco and so%
eral other schools will be presented from 12:15 to 4:00 on Friday
At 2:00 p.m. Saturday the
"State of Jazz" concert will be
presented in the Main Auditorium
The "Festival of Literature" wii’
take over at 745 p.m. in the same
place. It will feature both prose
and poetry readings introduced
with dance interpretati.nis. The
college band will present a concert
Sunday at 1:30 and the festivities
will wind up with a premmtation
of "Waiting for GAM."
All performance!: are open to
the public for $2 for the Main
Auditorium events. The Gallery
Lounge shomings are free

ml
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Svad. Coffee, Tea or

3rd and Santa Clara

S.F. Arts Festival
Starts Next Week

Coi,-1 Sunday

QUALITY BEEF STEAKS
Broiled to Your Specifications

Visit Our
LARIAT
Room

Vol. 50

Dr. 1
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Staff I"
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If you enjoy a good steak in equally fine surroundings,
you will return again and again to Angelo’s Steak
House. Come in and insure yourseif of fine dining.

FREE
PARK:

ANGELUS

AL’S &
EARL’S

STEAK HOUSE

38 S. 3rd

72 E. SANTA CLARA

ItiN ALL WEEKEND!

feather:. Ava

DR. FRE

Swing Along With

TO PLACE AN AD.
Call at Spartan Deily Ad Office
J207, I:10-4:00. or
Send in Handy Order Slunk
with Cheek or Money Order.
No Phone Orders

erect -

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday

133. M

gLIZZU241AAKVilliaak.11.4-4-a-KVAVAVAkiaMIWZIF4141Uo.VAW-G V.1..; .1k; ...;

N,1:015 prices inf.’ qt.arti
W. C. Cribbers C
3 0276.

cur- FOR SALE --- 4 c.1.-,k
Soy with car to eiss,st ^1,777,739r
ti7
lg. Mr. DL:rin 298-3361.

SPECIAL COLLEGE NIGHTS

En

4

8,

-

Interlude

The

.-rhi

See the clues in the Spartan Daily
Classified Section beginning Friday.
Perseus associated with tha Spartan Daily or participetiag are ineligible.
Decision of the Spartan Deily is final.

Johnson comes to Berkeley after having scored critacal and popular ovations in -The Music Man"
role in the long -ran I.ondon presentation of this rousing story of
super-salesman of musical instrumems. I.aist summer Johnson
’woke ecords in the same role all
over the summer musical circuit..
He is currently in "Bye Bye
Birdie" at the Shereton Palace in
San Francisco.

the chorus 14 the musical ’N es
Faecs.’
Lean periods followed. but after!
singing and hoofing as one of the’
Eight Men of Manhattan at the
Rainbow Rootn, Van went into the
Broadway hit. "Too Many 0irls,":
in 1940.
Melixtyland will have a season,
of 11 top Broadway hits with eight

Dylan. 2u -year -old singer. 21 and 22, will again
be F.
guitarist and harmonica player, by John Lewis.
Lewis, pianist and I
will make his West Coast detnit at
the first annual NIonterey Folk Modern Jazz Quartet, um
all phases of the
Festival. May 17, 18 and 19.
Corti.
festival.
Columbia Recording artist DyS490.99011
tickets
to
the F,..
lan became enamored of American will
go on sale for :I
folk music and the guitar at the
only beginning Mas 1
1.’,3!
age of 10. It was a visit to the
!nation and reserv.ition,
ailing Woody Guthrie that final’)
P. 0. Box "Jaz’,"
brought him East and into the
In a completely (liffeo-L,
coffee houses.
the Carmel Bach i’estival
Tickets and reservation infor- held July 114 through the
,2,(7.
mation may be obtained by writ- will feature his Passiori A.,
ing the Monterey Folk Festival, Ii) St John and other
xho.
1’ 0. Box 728, Monterey, Calif.
Until June 1 all
All seals at all performances are- will be handled by
or.erved.
! only For inforn.’,,
liach
The sixth annual Monteissy Jazz
’ rind- to- -t he fist:: ii slated for Septernher 211.
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This

Weekend . .

vv’orIci Famous Pancakes
Premium Ground Steak

1/4

-Lb. Hamburger

Ham & Eggs

UNCLE JOHN’S PANCAKE HOUSE
1415 S. First

Lke Music 7 night,. a week
Rig Al’s Chicago Style Pizza
Gourmet Dinner,
Refreshment,

Our Food’s Great

204-7716

3830 STE, VENS CREEK BLVD.

2 13-6000
tMirrtfill

-nec
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Instruction
Merchandise
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CAMPUS
MANAGER
Every day is a Special Day at Tice’s

RESPONSIBLE YOUNG
MAN WITH SALES

litinn t I
It aids
.0; a Marv.

(Special Combination Day, that is.)

EXPERIENCE TO HELP
(Count 33 Letters and Spaces for Each Line)
Oelly Rees:
Tw lines, two time minimum
2 noes - $1.00
3 lines - S1.25
4 Ilees - $1.40
5 lines 4 mere- 20c per line
Storting Oa+.

Weehly
2 lines
3 lines
4 lines
S lines

Roles - SZ 00
- $2.50
- $300
& mere-lSa per Hee

Plenty of leads. No Investment. We train you. Excel-

Run Ad For 1/3/4/5 Day. (Circle OnI

_
Kan.

For display advertising ratos. toil CT 4-6414, bO
2001, from 1:20 to 4:20. Monday through Friday.

’,..!

I \

It’s especially special at this low price.

Ave.. Ooklonel No 101, or
Oen* H.H Wierhesfe elf
444.4415.

Rt.

89c

lent Summer opportunity.
Send resume to Vita Craft
Pacific Sales, 3645 Grand

Near._ _

I.

TOSTADA, ENCHILADA,
RICE or BEANS, SALAD

Chvrt tin

Enclosed

eddreta

Try this stomach pleasing combination:

TRAIN AND MANAGE
COLLEGE SALES PEOPLE

Phone Orders CY 7-8421

4th and St. James

\

